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SEVEN STRAIGHT

WOMEN LOSE TO UM

AMUST-WIN SITUATION

BURNS' WISH LIST

- SEE SPORTS, A9

- SEE SPORTS, A9

Men's hoops look to avoid asecond A-Sun loss

- SEE SPORTS, A9
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Apeek at the gifts
Future writers_hope

to find under the tree
Feed me!

-1

has a revolutionary new

You pay: Amount varies
Two facts few will argue with: Everyone has
to eat, and eatir!g is more enjoya).:)le when someone eJse·pays. Ergo, when my holiday budget is
running dry, a restaurant gift certificate is_usually
what I want for that final Christmas gift.
Dinner and a movie is the original dating ritual practiced by all couples. All right, so $20 might
not pay for all ofmy date's meal at Red Lobster or
' Olive Garden, but it will make a sizable dent
Besides, the real gift in this arrangement is the
chance for me and that special someone to flee the
house and hoards of invading relatives for a little
while.
Cheap food is good. too. Don't be afraid to ful-:fill my salsa cravings with gift certificates to
Chipotle or Moe's.
Save this starving college student this holiday
season - and purchase a gift I'll be sure not to
tum.
- KATE HOWELL
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Dreidel or razor?
You pay: $180
rm wishing for an efficient Hanukkah gift this
year. The last few years have been filled with
stuff that breaks: my computei; a pair of glasses
and Tickle Me Elmo.
This year, I need something to lift some
- - -~ess and the nicks from my daily schedule,
something with a full tw~year warranty.
This year, I want what every man
should have - the new Braun 8595
Activator Deluxe Model Shaver.
The manufacturer says it

------ -

~--

foil design that gives a
comfortable close shave,
even in the hard-t~shave
areas ofmy face.
As this l'azor glides along
your face, it chomps up hair,
regardless of what direction it
grows. Its full-width pop-up trimmer will surely make maintaining
the sideburns a little easier.
Better yet, I dori't neaj to dip it in
alcohol (or acid) because it comes with
a three-in-one contraption that cleans,
dries and charges. It takes only one hour
to fully charge, so there's no excuse to show
up scruffy for that blin!f date.
- STEVE SOTLOFF
SENIOR STAFFWRITER

Party with Paris
You pay: $2,350
For Christmas, I really want a VIP table at
the New Year's Eve opening of Club Paris in
downtown Orlando.
,
There are many worse ways to spend one of
the biggest nights of the yeai; and partying with
Paris Hilton would be, well:.. hot!
A table for six, a free bar tab and several homs
with the blonde beauty are included in the price.
Tickets are available online at
http://www.clubparis.net And, being the nice
guy I am, anyone who helps me buy these
tickets can come as my guest
PLEASE SEE

l'VE ON AS

NO MORE SOCKS

Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF COnl:munity

Future takes avacation
· Due to the winter break, ·
the Future will not b e publishing for the next three weeks.
T he paper w ill resume its
regular distribution next
semester, starting Jan. 10.
Happy holidays!

Future fall stories update
Revisiting the
last semester's
major headlines
Senior Staff Writers

Today and tomorrow, Student Government Association
Agencies w ill be p resenting
their m illion-dollar budget
requests.
This fiscal year, SGA h as
$10.5 million to give out to different clubs, schools and cam. pus organizations.
Here are the times for the
following SGA Agencies asking for money:
10 a.m., today - Office of
Student Involvement
11 a.m., today - Graphics
Department
11:30 a.m., today - KnightCast Radio Station
1 p .m., today - Student
Legal Services
.
2 p.m., today - Recreation
, and Wellness Center
3 p.m., today - Student
Union
4 p.m., today- Sports Club
10 a.m., tomorrow - SGA
' Executive Branch
10:30 a.m., tomorrow SGA Legislative Branch ·
11 a.m., tomorrow - SGA
Judicial Branch
11:30 a.m., tomorrow ' SGA Activity & Service .Fee
• Agency
'
1 p.m., tomorrow - Student
Gover nment Graphics and
, Public Relations Department
1:30 p.m., tomorrow - SGA
Election Commission
2 p.m., tomorrow - Campus Activities Board
3 p.m., tomorrow - Activity & Service Fee Business
Office

Find out your grades
All Fall 2004 grades will be
posted
on
Polaris
at
my.ucf.edu by 9 a.m. tomorrow.

Back for more
Classes for the Spring 2005
semester begin Jan. 10.

UCF dedicated military building
Last week, UCF and Central Florida Research Park
held a dedication ceremony
for a new building that will
help the military improve
training and boost the university's simulation research.
The five-story building in
the Central Florida Research
Park will house university
research designed to improve
the safety of air and help the
• military better use unmanned
• vehicles and learn how to fight
: on different terrains.
Dubbed the Parternership
::n Building, the 95,575-squarefoot complex also houses the
• Army's Program Executive
bffice for Simulation, Train: ing and Instrumentation and
: the U.S. Marine Corps' Pro~· ~ram Manager for Training
! Systems.
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Let us know

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

•

Keep current with headlines

you may have missed

•

Sprint acquiring Nextel
in $35 billion deal

KATE HOWELL
AND MONICA PANAKOS

SGA's giving away money

Nation &World

Updi}te on plastic surgery
Responding to the rise in
cosmetic surgeries in teenagers
and college-aged students,
United Networks of America
created the Affordable Cosmetic Surgery Plan. It was developed to make p lastic surgery
affordable to almost everyone.
Between 2002 and 2003, the
amount of women undergoing
cosmetic surgery increased 33
percent, and the number of men
having p rocedures
done
HEIDI A. DE VRIES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
increased 28 percent, according The Recreation and Wellness Center, which was destroyed by Hurricane Charley. will be fully restored by the time spring semester starts.
to the American Society of Plastic Surgeons. Last year alone, 1.2 "The most common male and public relations major, said ment awarded BARC the top
million men and 1.4 million implant is p ectoral implants," that in order to be on the show, award in its college activism
women had some type of cos- said Dr. Christopher Prevel, . she made up a story about.lier contest
clinical associate professor of boyfriend walking in on her
metic surgery performed.
On top of national recogniCosmetic procedures among plastic surgery at the University while she was in a "comprop:rls- tion, UCF's BARC will receive a
college-age students increased of South Florida School ofMed- ing situation'' with her best girl- copy of Michael Greger's Maximore than 200 percent in 2003. icine. Calf and bicep implants friend. Now she's embarrassed. . nium Nutrition DVD and a $50 •
Botox injections, microder- are also high on the must-have "They portrayed me in a light I credit toward the Animal Rights
.mabrasion and minor surgical list.
don't like," said Gross to the National Conference in Los
procedures like nose reshaping
In Central Florida, these Orlando Sentinel. "I just had a Angeles.
and eyelid lifts dominate the types of procedures can cost conversation with my mother to
"The kind of work BARC is
industry, and there is a sharp upward of $10,000, but the assure her that I'm not a les- doing is very important," said
increase in body-reshaping pro- Affordable Gosmetic Surgery bian."
.
Frank Gomez, program coordicedures. Among college stu- Plan could reduce that cost by
Another contestant, Kristina nator for FARM and the Geritle
dents, the most p opular cosmet- about 50 percent. To get the Krkljus, said to the Oi-lando Sen- Thanksgiving campaign. ''.A lot
ic procedures are breast reduced-fee schedule, members tinel, "I'm pursuing an acting of college students are on their
augmentation and botox injec- of the plan are required to pay a career. I didn't think it was a own for the first time, thinking
one-time fee and are then good move for my career."
tions.
critically and making their own
As reported in "Is bigger referred to a board certified cosThere are also questions decisions without their p arents
to rely on." Gomez added, "I
safer?'' from the June 30 issue of metic surgeon. These physi- about the show's credibility.
the Future, UCF junior and biki- cians perform the actual surOne freshman contestant, made the decision to go vegan
ni model Jessica Lamore, 20, is gery offering discounts to ACSP Michaela, claimed that she in college after learning that facone of the hundreds of Central members. Pricing information writes for the "UCF newspa- tory farming destroys the enviFlorida women who have had can be found at ACSP's website, per," however, the Future editors ronment and treats animals like
breast implants.
http://www.affordablecosmethave no record of her ever hav- machines."
ing written for the paper nor
Lamore is happy with her icsurgery.com.
As reported in the Nov. 22
implants and unworried by posany other publication on cam- issue of the Future, BARC
pus.
·
sible dangers. Still, the debate BMOC update
manned a walk through the red
that began inl992 over the safeAfter months of controversy
Despite the controversy, any "barn" on the Student Union
ty of breast implants rages on. and debates, the Big M an On publicity is good publicity for lawn from 9:30 am. until 5 p.m.
Since news investigator Connie Campus reality dating show UCF.
the Friday before Thanksgiving.
Chung broke a story linking finally debuted on national teleA UCF student p osted a
Inside the barn, photocancer and autoimmune dis- ' vision last night
message on the WB's Web site graphs, papier-mache animal
eases to silicone implants, sillThe WB dating show, filmed message-board that read: "I props, videos and other infor·cone has been taken off the mar- this fall on the UCF campus, is don't think UCF is being repre- mation highlighted the differket and replaced by saline.
considered to be a "younger, sented in an awful way. I just ences between the idyllic image
Saline implants have a less crazier and sexier" version of think it's good that our name is of family style farms and the
chance of leaking, but they The Bachelor, from a college getting out there into the public harsh reality of factory farming.
should be replaced every 10 perspective. It follows 15 female eye so when I mention that I go
According to the Humane
years. "Don't view· augmenta- contestants as they seek to win to UCF, people don't go, 'Oh Society, 95 percent of the land
tion as a life-long thing," said Dr. the heart of their chosen Big yeah, where's that?"'
animals killed for consumption
Orlando Cicilioni of Plastic Man On Campus.
The show seems to have are poultry, which have no proSurgery Specialists in Winter
Last night, the girls were inspired some to consider tection under hmnane slaughter
Park
given the power to p ick the attending UCF. Surfcali32 from laws. "Because they are not
Plastic surgery cannot be BMOC and selected Matthew the same message board said, mammals and because they are
discussed without at least men- as the winner, rejecting the five "Well I think I might just half smaller," most people don't contioning self-image. Psychology other finalists: Billy, Jeff, Mar- [sic] to think about going [to sider giving p oultry rights,
professor Stacey Tantleff-Dunn cus, Nick and Michael.
UCF] the guys are pretty hot! BARC President Dave Holbert
and ·graduate student Daniel
The 15 female contestants From what I can see!"
smd. BARC had a petition to
Agliata conducted a study, include: Aimee, Alexandria,
Five other episodes will air change that law to include poulexamining 158, 21-year-old male Diamond, Jamie, Jen, Jessica C., over the next few weeks. Until try at the display.
UCF students. The study Jessica L., Kat, Kelly D., Kelly N., the show completes, students
The group also offered inforshowed that "participants Kristina, Melissa, Michaela, have to wait and see how the mation on turkey-friendly
exposed to ideal-advertisements Morgan and Natalie. Each con- show will reflect UCF.
Thanksgiving alternatives such ·
became significantly more testant is typecast with a label
as Unturkey and Tofurky, both
depressed and had higher levels such as "The Virgin" or "The Tofurky update
available at Whole Foods.
of muscle dissatisfaction than . Brat"
Eating turkey for ThanksgivSara Beniamino, BARC vice
those exposed to natural ads."
Over the next five episodes, ing is tradition. Every year, 45 president, recommended the
Tantleff-Dunn, as reported in a theBMOCwillselectoneofthe million of these birds are Web site http://vegweb.com for
Nov. 11 article "Distorted Male girls to be his BMOC Queen by slaughtered for that special hol- holiday cooking alternatives.
iday. In November, 10 UCF stuImage," was investigating the offering her a fraternity pin.
He also encouraged students
However, with the show's dents from the Body of Animal who are interested in vegetariconnection between advertisements depicting flawless.men depiction of scantily-clad stu- Rights Campaigners took on the anism to pick up a 'vegetarian
and the "culture of muscularity" dents and drinking, controversy seemingly thankless task of edu- starter kit from the green bin in
that affects the well-being of has abounded as to whether it cating the public about the lives front of the Student Union.
men.
shows UCF in a negative light
BARC held a reprise of their
of these birds.
Surprisingly, they were Thanksgiving event on Dec. 3,
Many men who are dissatisSome contestants are unha:pfied with their body and want py with the way they are repre- thanked. This month, the focusing on the 22 million
national animal-rights group turkeys slaughtered for the
overnight muscles turn to cos- sented on the show.
metic surgery and implants.
Natalie Gross, an advertising · Farm Animal Reform Move- Christmas holiday.

NEW YORK - Telecommunications giant Sprint
Corp. is acquiring Nextel
Communications Inc. in a $35
billion deal, creating the
nation's third largest wireless
telephone service provider.
transaction,
The
announced yesterday, would
create Sprint Nextel with
about $40 billion in combined
yearly revenue and more than
35 million w ireless subscribers, trailing only Cingular Wireless and Verizon
Wireless.
Sprint 'Would get access to
Nextel's 15.3 million subscribers. The companies estimated the merger would save
them $12 billion in operating
costs and network upgrades.
Sprint currently ranks as
the nation's third biggest
wireless company as 'Yell as
the third largest in long-dist ance service. Nextel ranks
fifth in U.S. wireless service.
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FCC toallow wireless Internet
access on commercial jetliners
WASHINGTON - Airlines can p rovide their passengers qccess to high-speed
wireless Internet while they
fly, under a vote by federal
regulators yesterday.
The Federal Communications Comission also talked
about whether to end the ban
on using cell phones on
planes, but did not vote.
Currently, the only way
p assengers on domestic
flights can communicate with
the ground is through phones
usually built into the seat
backs.
The timeline on when air
travelers would be able to
start using cell phones in
flight is murkier, in p art
because both the FCC and the
Federal Aviation Administration ban the practice.
The FCC might eventually
rel~ the rules or lift the ban
entirely.
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Armed Albanian men hijack bus,
demand flight to Russia
ATHENS, Greece - Two
armed men hijacked a bus
carrying more than two dozen
passengers early yesterday,
threatening to blow it up with
explosives unless they were
taken to the airport and put on
a plane to Russia, police and
government officials said.
The men, identified by
officials in the Athens prosecutor's office as Albanians,
seized control of the bus at
5:50 a.m. The bus driver, a
ticket inspector and a passenger escaped soon after, and 10
other hostages had been
released during the next 11
hours of the standoff, officials
said.
Police said 14 captives
remained inside.

Time Warner, AOL settle
securities fraud charges
WASHINGTON - Time
Warner Inc. has agreed to pay
$210 million to settle securities fraud charges involving
the company's America
Online unit, law enforcement
officials said yesterday.
PLEASESEE
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University Shoppes
12221 University Blvd.

•

(Behind McDonalds, Next to Shamrock) ·

Mon-Sat 9:30am • 7:30pm
Closed Sunday

407-281-7665

Walk-In~

Gift Certificates are Avaffable!

Welcome.

visit us on t he web at

r-- ----, r------ , r------ ~

I Manicure & ')
I Pedicure I J
~

II

Full Set
Acrylic

tI
II
II

Fill In
Acrylic

I
I

I

·: $25 H $15 :: $10 :
I Limited Time Offer. Expires 1/10/05. 1 I limited Time Offer. Expires1/10/05. I I Limited1ime Offer. Expires1/10/05.1
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www.UMEALDEAL.com
or call us a t

(800) 559-5773
Chipotle_ Broadway Pizza_Boston Market _ University Grille_
Liquid Cellar_ Smoothie King_Natur a Coffee and Tea
Duffy's Subs_310 Par k South_Park Ave Pizza
Par' Ave Deli_ Tropical Smoothiii Cafe
'
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•
•
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.
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ON RLRFRYR
COMING SOON•
•Internet Cafe •
•Tanning Bed.

)

We'll take you to "The House"
•

It~

all about college life ...
ff ng out tudy hard, at1d sleep it1!
120224 Royal Wulff Lane
Orlando, FL 32817

407-277 -4007
www.universityhouse.com
info@uhalafaya.com

Business Center w/F~, Computer.& Copier• Game Room • 24 Fitness Center• Billiards
High Speed Ethernet •Basketball Court• Sand Volleyball Court• Two Si:>arlding Swimming Poofs
Car Wash • 24 Hour-Emergency Maintenance •Professionally Landscaped Grounds
UCF Shuttle • Covered Parking •Wireless Internet at the Pool ·

""~"'~·

Individual Alarm Systems •Berber Carpet •Ceramic Tile Entries• Cable TV w/HBOs
Ceifing Fans• Utilities Included • Washers/Dryers • Kitchen Pantries
Carpeting &Designer Colors •Wood Floors• White-on-White Kitchen Appliances ,
Frost Free Refrigerators with Ice Makers• Microwaves• Dishwashers,. L'.arge Patios•
Mi"nf Blinds
.
1

.

1-----=Choflenge~ Parkway

I t!:ll~
(l>

·~

Orpington St.

)

WWWJEFFERSONLOFTS.COM
1805 Loftway Cirde Orlando, FL 32826

321-754-2000
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Higher Education

''

What's in the news at

colleges around the country

STATE-OF-THE-ART, LIFETIME DENTAL E XCELLENCE

Colorado chancellor switching
jobs after scandal criticism
DENVER Richard
Byyny, the chancellor who
led the University of Colorado's flagship Boulder
campus through a nightmarish football recruiting scandal and difficult financial
straits over eight sometimestumultuous
years,
announced Tuesday that he
is changing jobs.
Byyny will become executive director of a new health
policy center at the University of Colorado Hospital in
Aurora on March 1. He says
he is not leaving due to the
footl:?all scandal.
Byyny, 65, is the second
high-ranking university official· to step down since the ·
scandal shook the 29,000student campus in January.
Nine women have said
they were assaulted by football players or recruits since
1997, though no charges have
ever been filed

• Cosmeti~ Care: Bl~ach ing, Bonding and Porcelain Veneers
• State-of-the-Art Procedures, Instruments and Techniques • Emergencies Accepted
• Professionally Trained , Caring and Courteous Staff • .Air Abrasion, Drill-Less Dentistry
• Bridges and Crowns • Mercury-Free Dentistry • ·convenient Paymenr Plans

• Student Identification Card=l 0% Discount!

• Same Day Emergency Care!

EAST
ORLANDO
DENTAL
personalized & comfortable
G EORGE A.

11780 E AST C OLONlAL DRlVE •

DAVIS, Calif. - University of California police officers shot and killed a man
who had fired at them Tuesday night at a student housing unit at the university's
Davis campus..
Three officers responded
to a report about a suspicious
person shortly after 5 p.rn. As
they approached the man
standing outside the student
housing office, he took out a
handgun and fired at the officers, police said The officers
returned fire and the man
died at the scene.
Police say this is the first
officer-involved shooting
death that has occurred on
the UC Davis Campus.

Man charged in Massachusetts
student murder hospitalized
WESTFIELD, Mass. The Westfield State College
student charged with murdering his high school friend
has been suicidal and was
sent to a state psychiatric
hospital, his lawyer said
Tuesday.
Bryan Johnston is charged
with shooting 22-year-old
University of Massachusetts
senior David Sullivan, whose
body was discovere<;l last
week in his off-campus
apartment in Amherst
Johnston's parents called
Westfield police to report
that their son had been acting erratically. Authorities
have said Johnston called his
parents around 4 a.rn., a few
hours after Sullivan was
killed, and said he shot someone.

Professor accused of sexual
relationship with student
CEDAR FALLS, Iowa A University of Northern
Iowa assistant professor and
former member a social
workers regulatory board is
:;tccused of having sex with a
former student.
Uie Iowa Board of Social
has
Work
Examiners
accused Thomas Capshew·
9f having a· sexual relationship with a then-graduate
student between August and
November 2003.
The student "shared personal information" with
Capshew and got marijuana
from him during their sexual
relationship,
documents
filed with the board allege.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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President Bush meets with Italian Prime Minister Silvo Berlusconi in the Oval Office of the
White House yesterday. Bush discussed the value of the American dollar, which has fallen.

Under terms of the settlement with the Justice Department, prosecution on charges
ofaiding and abetting securities
fraud will be deferred provided
that AOL and Time Warner
cooperate in an ongoing investigation into whether AOL
improperly helped smaller
Internet companies artificially
inflate their earnings.
Although no Time Warner
or America Online executives
have been charged with wrongdoing, the Justice Department
agreement does not provide
them with immunity, an official
said.

dent tracking system for Idaho
schools is being scrapped
because it's too expensive, the ·
J.A. and Kathryn Albertson
Foundation announced
The Idaho Student Information Management System was
touted as a way to give teachers
more resources to improve student learning and help parents
stay informed about their children's school work. It would
have tracked every student's
academic progress - even if
the student switched classes or
moved to a different Idaho
school - and allowed districts
to more closely analyze test
data for ways to improve teaching methods.

Bush pledges strong-dollar policy
while actual value falls

Relief for double deductible,
other hurricane victims near

WASHINGTON - President Bush pledged yesterday to
work with Congress to reduce
the United States' huge deficits
to assure markets that his
administration supports a
strong dollar.
The dollar has fallen sharply
in value against the euro and
other major currencies. Despite
White House expressions of
support, the administration has
not taken action to prop up the
dollar. During Bush's four years
in office, not once has the
administration intervened in
currency markets to support
the dollar or done anything else
to stop the dollar's slide.
The decline in the dollar
means that a vacation for
Americans in Europe is now
more expensive, and European
products coming into this
country cost more.

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
State lawmakers offered another group of hurricane victims
some help yesterday, proposing
to waive sales taxes for people
who have to buy a new mobile
home to replace one destroyed
in this year's storms.
Also yesterday, the House
planned to debate the bill (HB
9A) providing relief to people
hit with two, three, or even four
deductibles.
Under the plan, the state
would dip into the Hurricane
Catastrophe Fund, to reimburse
people whose homes were
damaged by more than one
storm.
They would be reimbursed
the full amount of the second
deductible, up to $10,000. If
they had to pay three or four
deductibles, they could get up
·to $20,000.

FROM

University officer kills man at
student ~ousing unit
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SAVE

$200!

$5999

List: $599.95

SAVE

$100!

Jean
Baptiste
1BOAL·Student Alto Sax Outfit
. Start your young sax player off right. The
180AL has been comfortably desrgned for
the hands of a yo1,.mg player. This lacquer
finished instrument features a high F#
key and comes with a mouthpiece and a
m()ldecj plastic case.

S·YEAR WARRANTY ON KEYS!

JJBIBOALX

•

CK-60 Portable Keyboard

Carlo Robelli's CK~60 features 61 standard size keys.
Additional features include: music record function;
114" headphone jack; separate accompaniment
volume; tempo control. Battery powered or you can use
the included 12V adapter. Comes with music rack.

t

CCKBOXXXX
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Parents fighting ban on peanuts at Teacher charged with sex abuse
Yorktown elementary school
of exchange student
YORKTOWN, Ind. - ParROCKVILLE, Md - A biolents fighting a ban on peanuts ogy teacher at Gaithersburg
at an elementary school say the High School was arrested on
step was an overreaction to a charges of sexually abusing an
child's allergy problems.
exchange student, Montgomery
Dozens of parents filled the County Police said yesterday.
gymnasium of Pleasant View
Andrew T. Powers, 27, and his
Elementary School on Tuesday wife were the host family for the
as the Mount Pleasant Town- unidentified 17-year-old girl,
ship Community School Board according to police. Powers
discussed possible changes to allegedly went into her bedroom
the ban implemented last week. on Monday and engaged in what
A change in the ban will police call inappropriate sexual
allow students to bring peanut contact. They also say he had a
butter sandwiches and peanut- habit ofwalking around naked in
based products to school, but the house and touching the girl's
they will be required to eat the · buttocks.
items in a segregated area of the
The teen - who police said
lunchioom, officials from the was placed with the Powers
school district said.
family through an educational
exchange program - is now
living elsewhere. Powers was
Albertson Foundation quits
released on his own recognistudent tracking effort over costs
BOISE, Idaho - A two-year zance.
effort to build a statewide stu- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Free
•

Psychology Courses ONLINE.

•

Register Now for Spring S~mester.
Open to students from other universities and community colleges.
Complete these richly interactive online courses at your own pace and
earn credit towards our bachelor's degree.•
SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 4Pm -Bpm

No cover

THURSDAYS

Karaoke

WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night
with Ramez

SMOKERS WElCOME
CLASS A PLACE .

401-217-7665

.12727 East Colonial Drive • Orla ndo, Florida
1

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

•

Our Courses, Our Professors, Your Hornet
More than 10 online courses to choose from, in topics

such~

:·> Preparing for Careers in Psychology
>> Abnormal Psychology

fnternet Addictions
»Alcohol Use/Abuse

>>

Course~

•

fill quickly -- Act now! Enroll today!

..

Web: www.distance\earning.ufl.edu/psych/
Phone: Brian l:ligley (352) 392-0601 ext. 415
Email: OnlinePsych@dce.ufl.edu
• Students must receive approval from their academic Institution
for transfer of credit.

. .

To learn more about distance learning courses and programs available
frorn UF, Please visit: www.distancelearning.ufl.ed'*
)

•
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I've been so good this year
FROM

Al

I know Paris won't be there all
night, but she's said several times
that· you don't have to be a
celebrity to "gef' with her. And,
she has to go home with soµieone, right?
- MARKJUsTICE
STAFF WRITER

My very own Rice Rocket
)

)

)

,1\

,\

You pay; $40,240
Who, in this country, can
look at the Infiniti G35 Coupe
and not fall in love with it?
I have wanted this car ever
since the N'ISSan 350Z caine
out I loved that car more than
I loved my first girlfriend.
Then Infiniti upgraded the
design and added luxury to it
God knows that I could never
afford that car working for
UCF Finance & Accounting
and the Future, but a guy can
dream can't he?
The only way to buy this car
is to buy every upgrade available- Premium Package,
Sunroof, aerodynamics body
kit, and DVD Navigation system. The only set back- no
backseat seating.
Who cares if I get married
and have kids? rn buy my wife
a Kia Rio and move on.

much everything. It has e-mail,
instant messaging, a Web browser, an organizer, a camera with
flash and, of course, ifs a phone
(with speakerphone, even).
If$300 seems too pricey; then
T-Mobile has an online offer
where you can get it for $200.
For $60 a month, you get 600
anytime minutes with unliIJtlted
e-mail, Web and instant messaging. About $30 ·a month will get
you the unlimited media, but it
will cost 20 cents a minute for
domestic calls.
- RICKY SURlllO
/ND/ESTAFFWRITER

Sugarplums on my flat-panel TV
You pay: $2,999
As the saying goes, "Tis the
season to be jolly:• rd be in the
holiday spirit ifSanta brought me
what I want
As I lay me doW11 to sleep on
Christmas Eve, I really hope
Santa brings me what I need: 43fuch Panasonic Widescreen'FlatPanel Tv.
For some holiday pointers,
Santa, you can get it at Best Buy
for about $2,999.
Ifs made with the finest and
lightest technology in mind In
my opinion, it's the best TV that
money can buy. Crisp picture
quality and vibrant colors. Thlst
me Santa, it's like no other. The
remote has lots of neat gadgets,
and with one-touch button features, it 'all works like magic.
-TAN NGUYEN
NEWS EDITOR

Apicture-perfect memory
COURTESYT-MOBILE

Efficiency at its finest

You pay: About $500
What gamer wouldn't want
an ATI Radeon X850 Xf Platinum Edition (expensive p~duct
- NATHAN POEKERT =fancy name)?
Here's my justification. The
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
faster the games run, the faster I
get tired ofthem! Think about it
Dance the night away
Every minute playing at 60
You pay: $10-$12 per lesson
Dancing is fun Ifs poetry in frames per second is the same as
motion, a vertical expression of playing for two minutes at 30
horizontal desires and 1,000 . frames per second So I will actuother cliches - most important- ally have more time to work on
ly, it's what I want for Christmas. other things, like the iridie. I can
· Ballroom, swing or Latin make it even better, constantly
dance lessons make a romantic improving the qtlality ofyour in~
gift for couples. The Zebra class distraction publication.
So please, don't buy me a new
Room, 2609 Gowen St., offers
private and group dance lessons graphics card for me. Do it for
yolL
in all three.
- BRANDON HARDIN
Group lessons run $10 per
INDIEEDITOR
person an hour with discounted
rates available. Ten lessons for
two is recommended and will Fun for yoor hands: Nintendo OS
cost about $200.
You pay: $150 .
Nmtendo DS is Nintendo's
The Zebra Room's beginner
ballroom and Latin classes focus newest baby in the line ofhandon the waltz, tango, swing and held products.
Only a few weeks old, the
cha-cha For dancing fiends, like
myself, there is an advanced video game system is dubbed
beginner Latin course geared "DS" for the dual screen that
toward the essentials of latin comes with it The top screen is
night club dancing: salsa, the one that generally has the
game shown on it, while the botmeringue and bachata.
For some lessons in medita- tom is used as a touch screen or
tion ___:_ and flexibility - rd love as a writing pad
to try the $12 belly dancing or · This innovation opens up a
new world of gaming opportuniashtanga yoga classes.
ties. With its dual screen, the Spi• - KATE HOWELL
derman 2 game plays on the top
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
screen while you select different
fighting options on the bottom
Not just calls: T-Mobile Sidekick II
touch screen.
You pay: $300
It's a gamer's best friend l wanna be just like Snoop
Dogg with the brand new Side- and my ideal gift.,
- RICKY SURlllO
kick II from T-Mobile.
/ND/ESTAFFWRITER
This little device does pretty

You pay: $600
rve been looking to upgrade
my digital camera for awhile, and
I've finally found one worth
· switching to: the Panasonic
Lumix DMC-FZ20 5-Megapixel
Digital Camera
According to one Circuit City
emplo)ree, this camera is the best
one for the price. He's even buying one for himself this Christmas. While it'.s not the most
expensive camera at Circuit City,
it has some of the best features.
Those features include a
Leica lens (unavailable on most
digital cameras, this superior
lens is the most used by professional photographers), an unusually excellent 12x optical zoom
(most cameras have 3x optical),
5-megapixels that can blow up
photos past ll inches by 14 inches, and an oversized 2-inch LCD
screen to preview the photos.
It also includes eight scene
modes to adjust for dijferent
environments and lighting situations, and even a movie mode.
· Several Web sites, including
http://www.cnet.com,
have
given this camera some of their
highest marks, claiming that ifs a
welcome compromise by being
user-friendly for amateurs and
high quality for professionals.
After all, a well-taken picture
is priceless.

~ You can bave Ute Samsung SCK-4100 Ol!ittal PrOductivttv center riUht In vour room, savtng vou

}

ume. li9hten1ng vour load. 24n. own a diDllal COPiei', laser Printer and color scanner.

~

The Rational:

"C

~-

-

$

149

Protects your investment in school at the nominal! cost of
• AmB REBATE
Connect via USB and Parallel interfaces to your desktop or laptop computer.
Compact, easy to use, versatile. Fits perfectly on your desktop.
Helps you be more productive, get better grades!
Makes the best use of your time. Frees you from scheduling copy and print hours around classes.

The Emotional;
-

It's Sweet.
Available at: Circuit Chy, Comp USA,
and· Fry's

Buy Online at bUy.com, amazon.com,
newegg.com1 chiefvalue.com,

ebuyer.com, pcnation.com

Youpay:$80
Halo 2 is the best game of this
holiday season, but it, would be
even better if you bought me a
cordless headset for my Xbox.
Being able to communicate
with online teammates is a key
part of my gaming strategy. This
is where Logitech's cordless
PLEASE SEE

SANTA ON A8

Wlo wi 11 be the 2005 Cbl Iege Poker Olampi on?
Play for $135, 000 in cash scholarships.

•>

-·

Play more: Headset,for Xbox

~l!llt!ltfh ~'!k!~ ~~am~ll!IJ.~b!IJJ
•:.+ NO Gl\MBLll\K.3

SWEEl\

- MONICA PANAKOS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

in free
cash
scholarships ·
.\

(ii'

"'

NO a::sr

I

Orfanio's Onf,JU115cafe Ve.JaS.St_yfe.t.ouYJ_Je

Monla!}_
1<§ver>Je ofthe 80 sJvfontfa3

11

for 11jou Ca/(9t .

,

•) NO 13\fTRY FEE

Biter online at www. Cbl IegePokerOiampi onshi p. com
using this code 6JE743.

11

Tuesrla3
"fJ1-f;t{7"7uesda!J
2. for 11-furricanes ~ 1lfize
11

1Verlnesrla3

.)

"1<ccf13,u/(WU/ne:,dtl!J"
2. for f 9t1J.er &mhs

I
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~ Cherry 13,omh.r

>

'Eve r3 rla!J 1Jrin k Sf1 ecia f!
$1.00 Domestic Drafts
$2.50 Michelob Lite. ~chelob Lager. & Michelob Ultra
$3.50 Jaget Bombs & Cherry Bombs

;tlcross

the street from the 1.J(Jtf campus
in the Universif_J ~., opp es
12.2.53 1iniversifJ 'Bfvl

First time guest, one per customer
Waterford. Lakes location only

!'for cfu6 info&.: V9P reservations: (407) 2.73-C.t.1J'B (2582)

1Jo or 1J3~ :Safon1 Officiaf :Safoon of Cfu6 7*r3 (407JG58-2.f2.f
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Textbooks, a heavy burden
Students save big
when finding
books online

Compare Textbook Prices
SPC 1600
BSC 1005
ECO 2013
ENC 1101
SPN 1120

HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Managing Editor

Textbooks are the scotirge of
a college students' existence.
With classes like the nursing
class NUR 3235, where the 10
required books (only four of
which are currently available at
the off-campus bookstore
CB&S) cost more than a current credit hour (just the· four
books available add up to $162),
students may find that scholarships just aren't enough to
cover the rising price of education
Web sites allowing students
to purchase books directly from
each other - thereby giving the
seller more money than the
bookstore's buyback price and
making the book less expensive
for the buyer - have been popping up all over the Internet.
One of the newest of these
sites is http://www.collegecampusconnection.com.
The
owner, Ken Williams, is offering a one-year free membership
to students who sign up before
Jan. 1. After that, membership
will cost $5.
His site, whieh currently has
no UCF entries, lets students
on the same campus list and
find books. That way, instead of
paying shipping costs for a
heavy textbook, the students
will find their own buyers and
sellers and be able. to meet at
the Student Union for the
exchange.
"In turn, the person buying
the book p:;iys less, and the person selling the book makes
more," Williams said. 'M they
have to do is meet in the middle. I feel this would be very
helpful to students."
Some students have already
taken such an initiative, but the
service is free for those who use
LiveJoumal.com account. The
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Between One and Many w/ CD
Biology: Concepts and Applications w/ CD
Macroeconomics (McConnell, Brue 15th.ed.)
Call to Write
Arriba

Place
Honors e-mail
CB & S collegebook.com
Half.com
Livejournal.com book post
Amazon.com
Barnes & Noble bookquest.com
Honors e-mail
CB & S collegebook.com
Half.com
Livejournal.com book post
Amazon.com
Barnes & Noble bookquest.com
Honors e-mail
CB & S collegebodk.com
Half.com
Uvejournal.com book post
Amazon.com
Barries & Noble bookquest.com
Honors e'mail
GB & S collegebook.com
Half.com
Livejournal.com book post
Amazon.GOm
Barnes & Noble bookquest.com
Honors e-mail
CB & Scollegebook.com
Half.com
Livejournal.com book post
Amazon.com
Barnes & Noble bookquest.com

Price
$20
$40new, $30used
$25used
$20
$7.98used
$20.87
$10
$89 new, $66.15
$4.09used
NIA
$27.98used
$58.24
$40
$10.SOused
$60used
NIA
$1.16
$1.99
NIA
$62.50new, $41 used
used ha1d: $42.95, pape1ba<ik: $25
$25
$28.99
$14.60
NIA
$18.50 new, $59 used
$5.50used
NIA
$5.41
$5.51

Other Web sites to check include:
alibris.com, bookbyte.com, powells.com, class.book.com, abebooks.com, textbooks.com
RYAN DALISAY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF community (listed just as semester, all honors students
"UCF" has a book-listing receive a series of e-mails from
thread, where students can post the college with students'
bodks for sale as well as post books, prices and contact inforbooks they are looking for.
mation
The list is actually available
With the last two options, an
for those who don't have a Live- extra bonus of buying class ·
Joumal account to view. Inter- notes is a possibility. Many stuested students can go to . dents, with the hope of attracthttp://www.livejournal.com/
ing more customers, offer their
community/ucf/ . There, they personal class notes - and
can click on User Info, and then sometimes old quizzes and
"Textbooks for sale."
tests - to their textbooks buySome colleges offer this ers for free.
exchange program as well, in
This new wave of textbook
the form of mailing list. One and extras exchange is revolunotable example is the Burnett tionizing the way students
Honors College's e-mail used study and find classes.
The most popular way to
books listing. At the end ofeach

it's

.pll
t
auou
the
stores

find used books, however,·
remains the Internet. Dozens
on online sites hllow users to
, post or auction off books and
find the books they need
through title, author and ISBN.
Students who aren't picky can
also sometimes find a lessrecent edition of the required
book - where, often, very little
is altered .- for just a couple
dollars.
Keep in mind that, on top of
the cost of the book, shipping
can cost .a pretty penny sometimes more than the book
itself.
CampusBooks.com
has
complied all these sites into a
handy-dandy one-stop shopping and comparison site. Students can just find out the ISBN
of their desired books and be
on the way to finding the
cheapest book on the Internet.
The nice thing about the site's
listings is that they also include
the total price of the book with·
shipping, so you can truly find
the best deal on the Internet.
The best way to get the correct ISBN is to go to
http://www.collegebook.com
- CB&S's Web site - and find
the class that you're in. The
required and recommended
books, as well as the authors
and ISBNs are all listed.
CampusBooks.com searches
10 different Web sites .(and,
often, their foreign counterparts) for the books you imput.
The Future chose five popular general eclucation classes
and the books that are required
in nearly every section
The best place to get used
textbooks seems to be eBay's
Half.com. However, if you can
find a friend that's taken the
class, that's .always the best bet.
And splitting costs on books
with someone else taking the
class is also always useful.
The most expensive classes,
in terms of required books,
include physics (PHY 2053 has
$289 worth of books listed),
public affairs (PAF 7804 has
$168.50 of books) and public
administration (PAD 6037 has
$132.7~.

S,ELL YOUR
BOOKS
FOR CASH!

••

•

•
•

•

• Instant Quotes
•Competitive Prices
• Free Shipping
• Fast Payment

•

•

•

As easy as 1 2 3...
1. Visit our website and enter the ISBNs
· of the books you want to sell.
2. Ship us your books using our
prepaid mailing label. ·
3. Sit back and relax. Your check will be mailed
within 48 hours of receiving your books.

•

•

We specialize in used college textbooks

www.webuytextbooks.com
A Service Of
•

buyback@bunchesofbooks.com

•
•

Q: What do
~
*
filJ:

•

.. .

and Jllh lhDRRISDn
have in common?

,.

A:

They both .
donate plasma at

;

•

DCI Biologicals
Orlando!

•

•

* Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is

· dead, but we really do have donors with these names.

Earn S180I month donating
your life-saving plasma.

•

.
'

DCI Biologicals Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

••
•

(Across the street from Racetrac)

321-235-9100
www.dcipla ma.com

I

<

•

l

NOW OPEN!
Come See Santa
Friday, Saturday,
&Sunday

.

.

_J-UST ANOTHER DAY
~AT THE OFFICE.

')

(J

• Fully Carpeted Stores
• French Door Entryways
• Magnificent Waterfall Theme
• 155 Shops
Improve your leadership skills and earn an
additional income while you train Close to home
and family. With over 180 careers to choose from
the Army Reserve is your chance to make a ·
'
difference in your life and in the future of your
country. Find out more at GOARMYRESERVE.COM or'
call 1-800-USA-ARMY.

Ask about
our new
enlistment
bonuses

Where: ·U.S. Army Recruiting Station, 122958 University

• Restaurants and Food
Court

Blvd_~

When= Monday through Friday, 9=00 a.m. to 6=00 p.m.
, Who= Call your Army Reserve
~t (407) 281-1 Z74
. recruiter
.

new concept in "Mini Mall
Leasing" is certain to lease rapidly.
Call or come see us for details.

Student Government Senate Allocations
•

08/01 /04 to 08/31 /04

Registration
Organization Name

CRT36-124
CRT36-153
CRT36-154
CRT36-155
CRT36-156
CRT36-157
CRT36-158
CRT36-159
CRT36-160
CRT36-161 '
CRT36-162
CRT36-163
SB36-100
SB36-86

Nualsawat Hiransakolwong
UCF Official's Assn
David L. Jones
Kelly Ferris
Brian Monacelli
Robert Stegeman
Ivan Garibay
Rebecca Fielder
Kristina Dzara
George Vaughn Brown Jr.
Christine Dellert
Heidi A De Vries
Counselor Edu. Doctorial Stdts. Org. (CEDS)
Real Life Edu. About Eating Disorders )R-

SB36-88

AECT (Ass for Educ Communication &

$255.00
IEEE int'l conference
$716.00
flag football workshop
$250.00
human factors meeting
$50.00
communication conv.
$250.00
optical meeting
$221.00
leadership conf.
$250.00
'presenting paper
$250.00
teaching conf.
$250.00
sociological meeting
$250.00
culture conf.
.
$235.00
professional conf.
$235.00
SPJ annual conf.
$5,400.00
southern conferenc
nat'l eating disorders assoc. $1,500.00
conf.
$4,350.00
AECT int'l convention

Bill#

..

)

-

Total

Amount

Registration

$14,462.00

09/01 /04 to 09/30/04

.>

Office Supplies
)

Purpose

Bill#

Organization Name

FA036-64
FA036-68
FA036-70
FA036-73
FA036-75

Nat'l St Speech Language Hearing Assn
Phi Mu Alpha
Assoc. Of Information Technology
Krafts 4 Kids
Women's Prayer Band

Total

Registration

•

•

•

CRT36-164
CRT36-165
CRT36-166
CRT36-167
CRT36-168
CRT36-169
CRT36-170
CRT36-171
CRT36-172
CRT36-173
CRT36-174
CRT36-175
CRT36-176
CRT36-177
CRT36-178
CRT36-179
FA036-69
SB36-102
SB36-103

Haydee M. Cuevas
Omiron Delta Epsilon Economics Soc.
Vladimir Kotomin
Photography Association
Ozan Carmakci
Asian St Assn
John P. holmquist
·chris O'Brian
Geraldine L. Perez
Michelle Urquhart
Kimberely Zgonc
Campus Crusade for Christ
Choclate Club
Astromony Society
Lindi Smedberg
Dorothy Pick
LEOS Creol Student Chapter
Soc of Womens Engineers
Corey M. Maggiano

SB36-93
SB36-94

Stdt. ASso~. of School Psychologists (SASP)
Knightcast

FA036~58

FA0~6-76

FA036-77
FA036-78
SB36-109
sb36-88
SB36-97

$84.59
$100.00
$83.43
$55.50
$100.00

Office Supplies

HFES workshop
Impacts of trade liberalization
FMA interview
photographic education
IEEE conference
southeast conference
human performance conf.
teacher's education conf.
teacher's education conf. ,
teacher's education conf.
teacher's education conf.
fall retreat
7th annual show
darks-shy viewing
nat'l orientation conf.
present research
professor seminar
nat'l conference
paleopathological histology
seminar
annual conference
2 OPS position

"$423.52 .
$250.00
$676.00
$70.00
$700.00
$250.00
$200.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$400.00
$250.00
$175.00
$260.00
$3,167.04
$750.00

Purpose

Amount

office supplies
office supplies
political issues

$100.00
$76.37
$45.00

Total

.

Purpose

Organization Name

Total

SGA Legisiative Branch
Student for the Exploration & Development of
SGA-Senate
Afrtcan Association
Beta Alpha Psi
Astromony Society
Asian St Assn
Assoc. Oflnforlllation Technology
Krafts 4 Kids
Photography Association
Pakistani Student Assoc.
Elections Commission
Soc of Automotive Engineers
AECT (Ass for Educ Communication &
Int'l Student Assn
'

Senate meeting, 9/2/04
promo. Items
payroll
discussion forum
meet the firms
lunar eclipse
fall welcome
meet &greet
do crafts with kids
photo sale
awareness week
meet & greet open forum
First mini baja
guest spaeaker
annual int'l fair

$1,000.00
$100.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$997.25
$150.00
$845.00
$255.00
$310.00
$400.00
$1,000.00
"$4,000.00
$750.00
$4,300.00

SB36-lll-l
SB36-112
SB36-121

Nat'l St Speech Language Hearing Assn
Golden Key Nat'l Honor Society

5th annual symposium
annual induction

Total

Senate Working Fund

$16,607.25

$1,000.00
$4,000.00

Speakers

$5,000.00

Purpose

Organization Name
Optical Society of America
Pakistani Student Assoc.
Scuba Dive Club
Fµture Writers Society
Family Interactions Group for Graduate
Counselor Edu. Doctorial Stdts. Org. (CEDS)
Soc of Automotive Engineers
CECS Student Adv. Council
Air Force ROTC

Total
Cypre ss Dome Socie ty

Amount
$50.00
$93.25
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
$100.00

office supplies
office supplies
office supplies
office supplies
office supplies
office supplies
office supplies
office supplies
office supplies

Office S11pplies

speaker fee.Patricia Hampl

l

Total

Speakers

,,

$843.2S
$700.00

$700.00

Office Supplies

College of Engr. & Comp. Sci. Student Adv.
Stdt. Assoc. of School PsychologistS (SASP)
Public Affairs Phd Student Assoc.
SGA Legislative Branch
Sankota Council for African Empowerment
SGA-Senate
SGA-Seriate
Collegiate Percussive Arts society
Golden Knights Wme Society (GKWS)
College Democrats
SPIE - Student Chapter
Professional Convention Management
Am Soc of Mechanical Engineers
SGA
Materials Research Soc

$221.37

Amount

failed
AdriarmePrinzmik
army 10 miler
Army ROTC
Student for the Exploration & Development of space vision 2004, nat'l conf
LEAD conf.
Delta Sigma Pi
United Jewish assembly '04
Noah Saposnik
General assembly
Stacy Heller
United Jewish assembly '04
Amy Schwartz
United Jewish assembly '04
Rebecca Solomon
region 3 fall conf.
Nat'l Soc. Of Blk, Engrs. (NSBE)
failed
Golden Knights Wine Society (GKWS)
computer science workshop
Soontharee Koompairojn
flag football tournament
Christine Fernandez
regional conference
Nat'l Soc. Of Minorities in Hospt.
leadership training
Zoraida Velasco
leadershj.p training
Lizette Castro
Leadership training
T. Cassandra Caceres
· Int'l conference
Erin Hastings
game development conf.
Jaruwan Mesit
int'l convention
.Collegiate Percussive Arts society
present paper
Hermant Balakrishman
midwest conf.
Aurel Cami
midwest conf.
Kurram Hassan-Shafique
multitopic conf
Zeeshan Furqan
leadership conf
Lory Montealegre
annual convention
Mark White
ASM fall conference
Am Society of Materials (ASM)
mock trial
UCF Trial Team
Varsity show down
Swing Knights
Nat'! fall leadership conf.
Phi Beta Lambda

Registration

$0.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$884.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$700.00
$0.00
$250.00
$225.00
$750.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$1,000.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$650.00
$2,858.53
$1,282.00
$1,000.00

$15,349.53

Purpose

Amount

meet the dean
incomingf students
research & practice conf.
senate meeting
promote club
senate banquet
senate retreat

$1,000.00
$115.90
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$400.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$800.00
$300.00
$375.00
$220.00
$650.00
$300.00
$5,200.00
$500.00

promote organization
Kerry-okee
kick-off meeting
network luncheon
promotions
golf cart purchase
annual guest lecture

Total

Speakers

1-J

OrP-anization Name

PS -DOCS
Golden Knights Wme Society (GKWS)
College Democrats

Senate Working Fund
Organization Name
Bill#

Speakers

Office Supplies

FA037-16

Bill#
CRT36-180
CRTI6-181
CRT36-182
CRT36-183
CRT36-184
CRT36-185
CRT36-186
CRT36-187·
CRT36-188
CRT36-189
CRT36-190
CRT36-191
CRT36-192
CRT36-193
CRT36-194
CRT36-195
CRT36-196
CRT36-197
CRT36-198
CRT36-199
CRT36-200
CRT36-201
CRT36-202
CRT36-203
CRT36-204
SB36-107
SB36-113
SB36-ll4
SB36-ll8

Amount

Registration

11 /01 /04 to 11 /30/04

FA037-03
FA037-05
FA037-06
FA037-07
FA037-09
FA037-ll
FA037-14
FA037-15
FA037-17

Registration

Purpose

Total

Bill#

Bill#
FA036-86
FA036-87
FA036-89

. $23,283.04

Total

$2,685.00
$10,200.00

Speakers
FA036-60
SB36-101

Office Supplies

FA036-101
FA036-54
FA036-79
FA036-80
FA036-81
FA036-82
FA036-83
FA036-84
FA036-85
FA036-88
FA036-92
FA036-96
FA036-98
SB36-106
SB36-lll-2

Senate Working Fund
Organization Name
Bill#
FA036-59
FA036-61
FA036-62
FA036-63
FA036-65
FA036-67
FA036-71
FA036-72

Amount

office supplies
Office supplies
office supplies
. office supplies
office supplies

8

10/01/04 to 10/31/04
I

Purpose

Conveniently located in th~ fast
growing Waterford Lakes area!
Rouse Rd. & St. Rd. SO
Next to Super Wal-Mart
11100 E. Colonial Or.

Senate Working Fund

$13,860.90

$2,600.00
annual guest lecture
$5,000.00
promote Hillel
host former US Congressman $3,450.00

Materials Research Soc
Jewish St Union/Hillel
College Republicans

Total

Speakers

$11,050.00

Registration

Bill#
CRT37-0l
CRT37-02
CRT37-03
CRT37-04
CRT37-05
CRT37-06
CRT37-07
CRT37-08
CRT37-09
CRT37-10
CRT37-ll
CRT37-12
SB36-115
SB36-ll7
SB36-120
SB36-122
SB36-123
SB36-124

Organization Name

Purpose

Marysol Quevedo
Virginia Ilie
Ankur A Kadan1
Russell Carpenter
Adam Powell
Wakeboard Club
Sherrina Stewart
Free the Planet
Razia Nayeem
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
International Dialogue of Contemporary Art
Impact Movement
Nat'l St Speech Language Hearing Assn
PSI-DOCS
Choclate Club
Lambda Alpha Epsilson
Hospitality Assn
H.EA.L.T.H

musicological meeting
int'l conference
Slst int'l symposium
nt'l conference
regional conference
collegiate national
Collegiate Miss of FL pageant
Everglades retreat
Applied Ergonomics Conf.
Lead. & Motivational Conf.
Attend Basel Art show Miami
· Impact Nat'l stdt lead. conf.
ASHA convention
nat'l annual meeting
annual chocolate show
LAE regional conf.
hotel motel show
therapy conf.

Senate Working Fund
Organization Name
Bill#
FA037-0l
FA037-02
FA037-04
FA037-08
FA037-10
FA037-12
FA037-13
FA037-18
SB36-ll9
SB36-125

Total

.

NGYD Incorporated
Optical Society of America
Juggling club
Pakistani Student Assoc.
Tai Kwan Do Club
Air Force ROTC
Fashion Design Club Fashion Show
Rowdy Knights
Student for the Exploration & Development of
African Association

Amount

Registration

Purpose

$60.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$300.00
$250.00
$975.00
$245.00
$996.00
$615.94
$1,000.00
$2,841.00
$3,500.00
$1,790.00
$3,000.00
$3,500.00
$1,347.00

$21,419.94

Amount

"ambitions of the heart" event $1,000.00
$1,000.00
optics display projects
$702.50
Halloween juggle fest
$82.75
PSA Awareness Week
Equip. for use practice
$991.60
Fall '04 Commission Ceremony $1,000.00
$600.00
Fashion Show
$738.00
spirit Items
$3,104.50
JAMSTARS
$2,30Q.OO
Annual African Fair

' Total

Senate Working Fund

$11,519.35

'
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Santi, check your list atid bring me gifts
FROM AS

headset comes in handy. Not
only is Logitech a reliable company, but you get your money's
worth.
The package comes with a
headset, setup guide and two
months of Xbox Live. The headset has a 30-foot range, and it lasts
for six hours of game time before
it needs to be charged.
- RICKY SURILLO
/ND/ESTAFFWRITER

Give me wings
You pay: $2-$8
Got sleep? I can't afford to this
hQliday season. I guess rm going
to need a jolt ofsomething strong
to keep me awake.
No, I don't want coffee.
Soda has always cramped my
style. This season I want a ca5e of
Red Bull. The energy drink is
enough to sustain me. The taste
is good enough to last No more
sluggish days.
Alert and refreshed. I'msaved
not by the bell, but by a can ofthe
trusted Red Bull. It can be found
just about anywhere, from grocery to convenience stores. One
can costs $186, while four~ for
$7.89. Come on, Red Bull'. I'm
going to make you mine.
-TAN NGUYEN
NEWS EDITOR

Reliving my childh~
Youpay:$22
I am close to the finish line.
As a senior, I'm basically trying to figure out how I should
spend the rest of my life.
This Christmas, I want to take
a trip down memory lane just so
I can forget about my adult war. ries for an hour or so.
My Christmas wish is to
receive a Mary Poppins DVD in
my stocking.

Julie Andrews was my idol
throughout my childhood, and
she was the star of both Mary
Poppins and The Sound ofMusic,
which I watched all the time.
To this day, I still know every
line and tune from those films.
I always wanted to be Mary
Poppins when I was a child.
Wouldn't it be great to be able
to fly away with an umbrella? Or
be able to pack everything, from
lamps to plants, in one suitcase?
Please Santa, bring me Mary
Poppins for Christmas so I can
visit my past and forget about my
future for just a couple of hours.
.

- UVIAJAKOBSSON
STAFFWRITER

three claps. A built-in microphone responds to the claps and
a built-in indicator light illwninates when it's clapped off. It
even has a sound-Sensitivity dial
to adjust for the loudness of clap
you want to make.
Another cool feature is the
"away" function, which switches
The Clapper on if any sound is
detected within the home. So if a
burglar breaks in, the lights will
automatically snap on, making
him think someone is home.
I can't wait until I unwrap this
present. My only fear is that
when I finally plug this in, I'll be
too lazy even to clap.
- MONICA PANAKOS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Makin' rnagk in the kitchen

Clap on, dap off
Youpay:$20
I added this to my Christmas
list out of sheer curiosity: The
Clapper.
Why doesn't everybody have
one of these? It's really .a brilliant
concept clap a couple times and
voila! Let there be light!
If you are lazy like me, the
idea of clapping rather than getting out of bed to turn off a light
is downright dreamy. The Clapper is the coolest thing since the
invention of the light bulb.
The Clapper has two outlets,
. one that turns on an appliance
with two claps and another with

You pay: $270 for a group
As a college student, I always
find it hard to make good meals.
I never have the time to prepare a proper dinner.
I can never figure out what to
make, and I end up cooking the
same food week after week:
pasta, rice, chicken, salad and, not
to forget, ramen noodles.
The!efore, I want a private
cooking lesson with a professional chef for Christmas from
http://www.inthekitchen.net
I know all my friends are in
the same situation, so it would be
great if we could take the lesson
together and inspire each other
to make tasty meals.
A cooking lesson would get
me motivated, and make grocery
shopping a lot easier.
When I'm in the store my
brain freezes, and I can't come up
with any good ideas.
I love food and it would be
amazing if a chef came and
cooked dinner in my kitchen!
- LIVIA JAKOBSSON
STAFFWRITER

Little Bunny FuFu
Youpay:$45
Everybody knows bunnies
are cute, but this Jack Rabbit is
what I really want for Christmas.
Hailed by women around the
wotld - and the writers of Sex
and the City - as a girl's best
friend, this cuddly buddy would
keep me busy this season. ·
·
After all, who can resist those
little pink ears?
P.S.: Batteries not included!
- CHRISTINE DELLERT
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Buy me around!
Youpay:$25
The holidays are a time to be
merry with drink. For
Hanukkah, I want a bar tab.
With this, I can spend
depending on the mood. IfI want
to just relax, I get a beer. IfI want
to see my roommate upchuck, I
buy a round of tequila
Ifrm in the Hanukkah mood,
I will buy just one drink, and
· ration the rest ofthe tab throughout future visits.
Whatever the reason, all
mothers should invest in their
child's alcoholism with this gift.
- STEVESOTLOFF
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Coffee, coffee everywhere
You pay: About $30
I spend a lot of time at the
office, working frequently late
into the night or well into the
morning. That's why I need a
large vacuum thermos.
I must store large quantities of
coffee, as a camel stores water, so
~t I may make it through this
desert known as journalism.
Make sure it's at least I liter.
Working from 2 am.to11 am. can
be brutal.

KEGS
10
GO
Domestic/Imported

(.

,,

•Budweiser
• Coors Lite • Bud lite
•Miller Lite• ke House &

Domesti' Kegs... '45'r +·
Rolling Rock ... s6 l 99 +
Killians Red ... s66 99 +
Michelob Lite ___ s60 99 +
Yuengling ___ s66 99 +
Heineken ___ s1 04 99 +
New .Castle ... 5 1 l 9 99 *

<

•

GOOD 'QUALITY WINE

•

· CIGARffiES •CHIPS• CANDIES

Blue Nun Wine ___ s4 99

*FRESH HOT*

CUBAN SANDWICHES

-+-

s399

We deliver over 5 Sandwiches
407~616-4722

BEST WAY BEVERAGE
MART
&
Corner of University

Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs

407-678-4443

Hours: Mon. - Sun. 11 am - 2am

•

Looking for a
GREAT vet?

- BRANDON HARDIN
/ND/fEDITOR

•
•

UCF students,
staff, faculty
and alumni!

ICE in Florida?

*Must present valid UCF 1.0 .
Valid only at Oviedo location.

Scott Swetnam, DVM
Chief 'o f Staff

Jacqueline Narayansingh, DVM
Veterinarian

phone: 407-359-7831 • fax: 407-359-7528
www.banfield.net

1115 Vidina Place Suite 195
Oviedo, FL 32785
BRITT HAR! I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

One ofthe 40 Chinese artisans sent by Harbin's Tourist and Development Commission carves ice for the Gaylord Palms'hollday KE! event. The event, with temperatures ranging from
negative 10 degrees to 1Odegrees Fahrenheit, features ice sculptures, houses and slides. The artists handcarved the structures, working 25 days to create them. They are on hand to
show visitors how they work.The Gaylord Palms resort is in Kissimmee offi-4. Tickets range from $7.95 to $16.95. Call 407-568-4423 for more infonnatio.n or visit GaylordPalms.com.

Across from the Oviedo Marketplace
(inside PetsMart)
11

We Treat Pets Like Family 11
11

Cl

Now accepted at UCF

Java City

Dining Services locations!

Business Administration
M-Th 7a-7p; F 7a-2p
Fresh-brewed coffee, espresso,
cappuccino, Fresh Market
Smoothies, grab 'n' go sandwiches and salads, pastries,
bagels, desserts and specialty
frozen coffee drtnks

Chick-fil-A
John T. Washington Center
M-Th 8a-5p; F 8a-3:30p
Chicken sandwiches, nuggets,
salads, wraps and desse_rts

Einstein Bros. Bagels
Eclucation Complex
M-Th 7a-4p; F 7a-2p
Fresh-brewed coffee, muffins,
bagels, defiand specialty sand~·salads and desserts

Island Grill
John T. Washington Center
M-Th 10:30a-4p

1

Jerk chicken and shrimp satay,
nachos, Cuban sandwiches, plaintain chips, black beans and lice
and hamburgers and hot dogs with
a Galibbean twist.

IR F 0- cj
REAL FOOD ·~ CAMPUS ""

at the Marketplace
Located in the Student Resource Center
near the Recreation & Wellness Center

Reflections

Real Food on Campus
at the Marketplace
Student Resource Center
M-Th 7a-Midnight; F 7a-8p;
Sa-9u 10:30a-8p

Buy a ineal plan today!

A changing menu centered
around siX culinary stations
serving everything from burgers
to made-to-order stir-fly; all-youcare-t~t breakfast. lunch,
dinner and late night

In between attending dasses, studying and other responsibilities, you've got a little free time to shop for groceries,
cook and clean. Relax. We'll do that for you. UCF Dining
Services has got a meal plan that suits your needs. For
more infonnation or to sign .up, go to www.UCFDining.
com, visit the Dining Services Office, located iflside the
Marketplace, or call 407-823-2651.

Student Union
M-Th 7:30a-1 1p; F 7:30a-6p;
Sa 11a-5p; Su Noon-9p
Fountain drinks, cereal. snacks,
milk, ice cream, candy. bottled
beverages, sushi, Java City
coffee, Einstein Bros: Bagels,
quick meals, grab 'n' go sandwiches and salads, household
and con~ience items

·i

c

Near Millican Hall beside the
Reflecting Pool
•
M-Th 11a-7p; F 11a-4p
Freshens smoothies, parfaits,
sundaes and other frozen lreats;
plus, Java City coffee, Einstein
Bros. Bagels, snacks and
assorted sandWiches and salads

•

Knightstop

lf,

•

;j

•
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INSIDE THE

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Listen up

Kringle _
"
I,
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I don't have any X-Mas
wishes, only demands

Points per game by
men's hoops .
team-leader
Gary Johnson

}
)

I

~

s.

Rebo.unds per game
by men's hoops
team-leader Will
Bakanowsky

...
••

'
)

~\

'•

3.2

Assists per game
by men's hoops
team-leader
Gary Johnson

I

8

Blocks this season
by men's hoops
team-leader
Anthony Williams

..
I

I
~ I

Briefs
Two standout UCF
women's soccer
players were named
to the National
. Soccer Coaches
Association of
America/Adidas
2004 South Region
Scholar Athlete AllAmerica First Team
this week.Alison
Blagriff earned tht
honor for the sec-,
end-consecutive
season, while
Courtney Baines
received the award
for the first time in
her three-year
career at UCF.

)
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Upcoming

'·

Men's basketball tips
off against Campbell
at 7 tonight at the
UCF Arena. The men
hit the road Saturday
for a rematch at
Missouri-Kansas City
.. . UCF women's
basketball hosts
Colgate at 1 p.m:
Saturday at the UCF
Arena and the
Knights welcome
Marshall at 3 p.m.
following the ·
matchup with
Colgate.

I

Men's hoops lookS to avoid second A-Sun loss
ASHLEY BURNS

"This is a game we
definitely' can't lose.n
-··- MEN'SHOOPS

FORWARDANTHONY
WILLIAMSON
TONIGHT'S GAME
AGAINST CAMPBELL
)

"I'm not worried
about offense. Ijust
want to play better
defense."
·-·- WOMEN'SHOOPS

COACH GAil
STiiiEGLER

MEN'S HOOPS
NOTES

Sports Editor

One of the challenges the new faces on UCF men's basketball have had to deal with is playing against conference
teams.
Anthony Wtlliams has never seen Atlantic Sun Conference action before this season, but he's adjusting to it on the
fly. And he's adjusting pretty well
Wtlliams calls tonight's home game against Campbell a
game ''we definitely can't lose." UCF (5-1, 0-1 A-Sun) is off to
a hot start, but the one blemish on this season's record is a
conference loss to Gardner-Webb. With the surprise emergence of teams like GWU, Wtlliams' statement is entirely
correct
Campbell heads into its matchup with UCF lagging early
in the season with a 2-4 overall record The Fighting Camels
are tied with UCF in the conference with a 0-1 record
While Wtlliams is a stranger to A-Sun play, he has some
familiarity with one of the Camels' key starters. Wtlliams
and Maurice Latham played together for two years in junior college. They both knew they were heading to the A-Sun
and a face-off would be inevitable.
But Wtlliams doesn't think the trash talk will be flying .
tonight.
''It's going to be fun playing him," Wtlliams said ''I talk to
him now and then. He's pretty good for them. He's a big, athletic kid We aren't teammates anymore but we won't be
talking any trash."
·
PLEASESEE

Quotables

BRETI HART I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

\

UCF men's basketball faces a must-win situation as they host Cambell tonight at the UCF Arena. Point guard Gary Johnson leads.the Knights with 14 points per game this season.
.
\

CAMELS Ott A10

• JUCO impact

Anthony WiOiams has been huge
as a starter after transferring from
junior college this season.

• Off the bench

Sophomore JoshPeppers has
played in five games this season
and started none, but he is second
in scoring for UCF with 11.2 points
per game.

• Bouncing back

After losing to Gardner-Webb and
polishing off UMKC,the men return
from an 11-day break between
games.

• Free throw woes

The Knights are shooting just .652
from the free throw line this season with six players shooting less
than .800.

• Bombing three's

BRETI HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

· AfteWYing a career-high with 24
points against UMKC,Gary Johnson
increased his three-point total to
20 this season.

Junior forward Anthony Williams leads the team with eight blocks.

'Canes too much
for women on road
Despite playing well
early on, Houston and
Co. can't hang with UM
MATIDUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

It was the Tamara James show Monday night in Coral Gables.
The Miami junior poured in 29
points connecting on 10 of her 17 shots
while pulling down nine rebounds in a
69-50 victory over UCF. The Hurricanes have now won seven straight
over the Knights with the last UCF victory over Miami coming in 198.3.
"She (James) is just a funtastic player
· that causes match-up problems," head
coach Gail Striegler said "She's only 5-9,
but is very physical Even though she's
not huge she can guard po,s t players,
.and she is very hard to guani"'
~
~

UCF (2-5) jumped out to a quick 126 lead with 11:48 remaining in the first
half behind a balanced attack. .Five dif..:
ferent players scored dUring that stretch
·for the Knights.
UM (4-5) responded with back-toback-to-back three-pointers by three
different players to grab a 15-12 with 9:41
left in the first hal£
The two teams traded baskets, and
the game was level at 22 with 3:48 to go
in the first hal£ UM went on a 10-2 run
to end the halftaking a 32-24 advantage
into the locker room. James along with
center Imani Dhahabu scored four
points apiece during the spurt. Dhahabu finished with 10 points and 5
rebounds.
'We hung with them for the first 15
minutes of the game," Striegler said.
'We've got to find some people that are
going to step up, hit some baskets, and

Dear Santa,
It's been a while, old friend
Listen, I know everyone keeps
telling me that you 'don't exist and I
defend you every year. You came to
my house seven years in a row when
I was a child for crying out loud.
Granted you were much thinner,
your beard was short and brown and
you smelled an awful lot like my
dad's liquor cabinet.
But I can't defend you anymore if
you don't start coming through with
your end of the bargain. Every year I
send you my Christmas wish list and
every year I come out emptier than a
bag of pot on Snoop Dogg's tour bus.
When I was 4 I wanted a pony.
Instead I got s()cks. When I was 6 I
wanted a Power Wheels Jeep.
Instead I got more socks. When I was
10 I wanted some Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtle action figures. Instead I
got dress socks. When I was 14 all I
wanted was an Onyx CD and a pair of
Cavaricci's. Socks, socks, socks.
My feet may never be cold again,
but is a little retribution for my.good
deeds so hard to ask?
I give out so much love throughout the year and I give out even better presents when the holiday season
comes. Take this week, for instance. I
wanted to get something nice for my
buddy Boothe, so I picked up the gift
that keeps on giving: a four-pack of
Colt .45 tallboys and a copy of
Stacked magazine.
_
Maybe some of the things I've .
asked for have been tall orders. You
probably don't have the power to fulfill my dream of hosting Soul Train
and I'd imagine that you don't have
much control over Maria Sharapova
aging faster.
What about the little things?
Where's my bowl game for UCF football? Where are my four-star
recruits? Where is my on-campus
stadium?
Come on, Kris Kringle. You're letting me down, big time.
So here's my proposition: You give
me what I want this year and I'll call
it even for all the past years that you
hosed me.
First, I want a 20-win season for
UCF men's basketball. On top of that
I want an Atlant ic Sun Conference
championship and a return trip to th~
NCAA Tournament. I want an A-Sun
"Player of the Year" for Gary Johnson, a "Coach of the Year" for Kirk
Speraw and a "Mullet of the Year" for
Gardner-Webb Coach Rick Scruggs.
While we're at it, I want the same
things for our women's basketball
team as well, and add another thousand fans while you're at it. Our
ladies are far underappreciated and
they don't receive nearly enough
attention. I smell a New Year's resolution in the works.
I want a gazillion-year siispension
dropped on USF for being dirty, dirty
fibbers about their football atten-.
dance numbers. Boosting your numbers a tad is one thing, but boosting
them by thousands when the game is
being televised and your stadium is
about as full as Paris Hilton's birth
control supply is lame.
I want the St. Louis Cardinals to
make a freaking trade or go after a
free-agent pitcher. The only thing
. worse than being swept in the World
Series is stinking it up the next season. At this rate my Redbirds will
only finish 47 games over the Cubs.
I want a seat at the World Series of
Poker. It's not an addiction with me,
it's a love affair. The game is just spectacular. But only when not played for
money. Gambling is bad
I want to drive Santa's sleigh for a
few hours one night. I can't imagine
how much tail would pour in with
the jingled out hoopty.
Finally, I want peace between m e
and Hooters girls. Life's too short to
hold a grudge, ladies.
That's what I want, Santa
But please ... no more socks.

BREIT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDAFlJTURE
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HOUSTON
... ON AlO

Francine Houston scored two points against Miami, but is averaging 10.7 points per game.

Ashley Bums can be reached at
sportJ@UCFnews.com

(j

It's NCAA football bowl game time · Houston comes up short in
and.the Future has its picks ready performance against 'Canes

<.

Sports writers weigh in
with their predicitions
.
for bowl-game victors

(

With Auburn and Cal getting '
snubbed and an unappreciated
Utah team having to face a TriDelta flag-football equivalent in
Pittsburgh, I've gotten so fed up
with the bowl system. The only
problem is that the Future has asked
me for bowl picks. So I'll give you
the next best thing ... my Grandma
is making my picks for me.
'
Just for good measure and to
completely confuse any gamblers,
Sports Editor Ashley Burns and
spdrts writer Jeff Sharon have
added their picks as well.
-

MATT DUNAWAY

Dec.21
Champs Sports Bowl
Syracuse at Georgia Tech
Matt: Georgia Tedi, because it's closer to
Orlando
· ·
Jeff: Georgia Tech by about 100
Ashley: GT, love for O'Leary
Dec.22
GMAC Bowl
Bowling Green at Memphis
Matt:BGSU
Jeff:BGSU
Ashley: BGSU
Dec.23
Fort Worth Bowl
Marshall at Cincinnati
Matt: Marshall
Jeff: Marshall, but really, who cares?
Ashley: Please, God, please not Marshall
Dec.23
Las Ve9as Bowl
Wyoming at UCLA
Matt: UCLA
Jeff: UCLA
Ashley: UCLA
Dec.24
Hawaii Bowl
Hawaii at Alabama-Birmingham
Matt: Hawaii, because of home-field
advantage, duh
Jeff: Hawaii - with more than 10,000
yards of offense
Ashley: Hawaii, but the rainbow thing is
creepy ,
Dec.27
MPC Computers Bowl
Virginia at Fresno State
Matt: Vir9inia
Jeff:Virgmia
Ashley: Virginia
Oec.27
Motor City Bowl
Toledo at Connecticut
Matt: Toledo, but really who cares?
Jeff:Toledo
Ashley: Toledo
Dec.28
Independence Bowl
Miami (Ohio) at Iowa State
Matt: Miami
/
Jeff: Iowa State - Where's Big Ben?
Ashley: Miami

FROM A9

Dec.28
Insight Bowl
Notre Dame at Oregon State
Matt: Notre Dame; the Pope is their 12th
man
Jeff: OSU - and Ty Willingham will laugh
Ashley: Beavers, ha ha ha
Dec.29
Houston Bowl
Colorado at Texas-El Paso
Matt:UTEP
Jeff: Colorado - but only if the "groupies"
make the trip.
··
Ashley: Colorado
Dec.29
Alamo Bowl
Oklahoma·State at Ohio State
Matt: Ohio State because my neighbor
would never forgive me
Jeff: You honestly think I'd ever pick the
Buckeyes?
Ashley: OK State, upset city
Dec.30
.
Continental Tire Bowl
Boston College at North Carolina
Matt: Boston College; the Pope's on their
side, too.
Jeff: North Carolina
Ashley: BC, I guess
Dec.30
Emerald Bowl
New Mexico at Navy
Matt: Navy
Jeff: Navy
·
Ashley: New Mexico, better than old
Mexico

ED BETZ I AP PHOTO

USC's Matt lineart, who'll be playing in the Orange
Bowl, received the Heisman Trophy this year.

Florida this season
Jeff:'Canes in aromp
Ashley: UF, but Zook should be coaching
Jan.1
Outback Bowl
Georgia at Wisconsin
Matt: Wisconsin, I like their fight song.
Jeff: Georgia, but I'm normally not up that
early
.
Ashley: Georgia; bye-bye Badgers
Jan.1
Cotton Bowl
Tennessee at Texas A&M
Matt:Texas A&M
Jeff: UT
Ashley: UT
Jan. l
Gator Bowl
Florida State at West Virginia
Matt:WVU
Jeff:WVU - but then again, I'd pick UCF
overFSU
Ashley: FSU,just because

Dec.30
Holiday Bowl
Texas Tech at California
Matt: Califprnia
Jeff: California
Ashley: Cal - this should _be cute

Dec.31
Sun Bowl
Arizona State at Purdue
Matt:ASU
Jeff: Purdue - Orton wins aphenomenal
QB battle
Ashley: Purdue
Dec.31
Liberty Bowl
Boise State at Louisville
Matt: Boise State, and they deserve better
Jeff: Boise State - in maybe the best
match up of the year
Ashley: Louisville, the good Cardinals
Dec.31
Peach Bowl
Miami at Florida
Matt: Miami; too many Hurricanes have hit

(

respectively.
The duo has scored the same number of
points in three games already this season.
Braseth hits 47 percent of her shots while
Lipinski has already canned 21 three-pointers.
UCF slide past Colgate 90-84 .in the
series only meeting back jn. 2001 at the San
Juan Shootout in Puerto Rico. Center Ali
Roberts scored a team-high 18 points in that
game while Lipinski and Braseth each
scored in double figures.
Surprisingly enough this is the first that:
FIU (5-2) will set on the road this season.
The Golden Panthers have opened the season with eight straight home games.
FIU has used an eight player rotations to
start the season. Forward Milena Tomova
has scored 18.9 points per contest, including
a 30-point performance against Miami on
December 4th. Tomova is second on the
team with 71 rebounds per game, and has
already blocked 14 shots along with swiping
~~ealsontheyoungseason.
,
The in-state rivals have met 32 previoustimes on the hardwood, but this will be the
first meeting during the Striegler era as the
last meeting came during the 1997-98 season. FIU hooks up with Marshall in the first
leg ofthe UCF Christmas Classic.
.
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Camels prove to be tough
bonce-back game for men
FROM A9

Jan.1
Rose Bowl
Michigan at Texas
Matt: Michigan
Jeff: Cal. . .oops, I mean, Michi9an.
Ashley: Texas: Don't mess with 1t

Dec.31
Music Gty Bowl
Alabama at Minnesota
Matt:'Bama
Jeff:'Bama
Ashley:'Bama

(,

I,

Jan.1
Capitol One Bowl
LSUatlowa
Matt: Iowa
Jeff:LSU
Ashley: Iowa

Dec.30
Silrcon Valley Classic
Troy at Northern Illinois
Matt: NIU
Jeff: NIU in adandy.
Ashley: NIU

play some solid defense. Our team can't give
up close to 70 points, and expect to win basketball games."
In the second half: the Hurricanes
defense ~ened limiting the Knights
to eight-of-36 shooting while on offense
.Miami connected onl4-o:f29 from the field
"To be honest, rm not worried about the
offense,'' Striegler said ''I just want us to play
better defense. We should be able to get a little offense out ofour defense. We're not getting easy shots except on the offensive glass,
and those aren't even falling for us right
now.''.
After scoring the first basket of the second halfto cut the margin to 32-2.6, UM was
able to metch the lead to43-30 with14:57left
on a James jumpei:
A few minutes later, forward Takira
Allen grabbed her 500th career rebound
Allen and guard Celeste Hudson paced
UCF scoring 10 ·points each while Allen
grabbed nine rebounds and Hudson tallied
eight boards.
Miami continued to pull away, and Was
up 62-42 at the 6:01 mark. The Knights were
never able to pull with 16 points the remainder of the game.
Center Ali Roberts and forward Shelby
Weber each chippedinninepointsfor UCE
Weber snatched nine rebounds while
Roberts blocked a game-high four shots. ·
. The Knights return home this weekend
to host the UCF Christmas Classic. UCF
flees off with Colgate on Saturday, and instate foe Florida International visits UCF
Arena on Sunday. The Saturday game is slated for lpm while the Sunday game has a
3pmtip.
''Defense is going to be the prime objec-

tive in practice this week," Striegler said
''We're going to work on blocking out, and
just go back to the fundamentals."
Scouting Colgate and Florida International
After starting the season 1-5, Colgate has
won two straight coming into the weekend,
and has had a week to prepare for UCE
The Raiders come in with a balanced
attack with four players averaging in double
figures. Guard Allison Lipinski and forward
Emily Braseth post 15.1 and 13.8 points,

Jan.1
Fiesta Bowl
Pittsburgh at Utah
Matt: Utan; Pitt isn't sending the Steelers to
Tempe
Jeff: Utah's the better mid-major here
Ashley: Utah, blah blah blah
Jan.3
Sugar Bowl
Virginia Tech at Auburn
Matt: VT
Jeff:Tech in ashocker.
Ashley: Auburn
Jan.4
Orange Bowl
USC at Oklahoma
Matt: USC; Boomer Sooner gets on my
nerves
Jeff: USC, hopefully by at least 50
Ashley: Oklahoma, it's OK

"Driving to the basket," Johnson said of
what he's improving on his ganie. "I've
shot a lot of three's this season and I want
teams to know that rm capable of much
more thfili just shooting three's. I've been
attacking a number of different angles so I
can put the ball on the floor and create
plays for my teammates as well as myself."
Offense has never been the key to this
team's core as the defense has been the
focus. Johnson's quick hands have been
the catalyst of much of the defense this
season as he leads the team with 12 steals.
Campbell has a deep team for the first
time in years so Johnson and fellow seniors Marcus Avant and Kingsley Edwards
will have to stay on their toes to lock this

The fun will only g0 so far, though, as
Williams and his teammates know that
definite improvement is needed. The
biggest being free throws. The Knights are
shooting a team field goal percentage of
.652 this season.
.
UCF has had quite some time to work
on the free throw woes as the men have
had 11 days off since their last game, a win
over Missouri-Kansas City. As much,;:is the
11 days has given them a chance to work, it
also hurts any groove the men might have
been working on. Free throws aren't the
only problem and Williams admits that
theyve been working on a number of
areas.
win.
"Besides sleep, our game," Williams
Said Johnson of his defensive plan:
said of what his teammates occupied the ''They have a lot of guys that like to penep~ 11 days with. "Free throws, practicing
trate in the middle so we have to play good
a little bit harder, trying to get ready for this defense and stay in front of their point
·
next conference game. Free throws are guard"
going to be big for us. We need to just play
The fact remains that Knights need this
consistent"
win to avoid falling to a 0-2 conference
Williams' and fellow junior college record UCF needs this win before it heads
transfers justin Rose and Marcus Johnson back on the road for a rematch with
are still learning the system and getting . UMKC. Williams and Johnson are well
used to A-Sun opponents, but the team's aware of the immediacy of a win tonight
leaders like Gary Johnson are feeling the
"We lost one conference game,"
pressure ofimprovement even more.
Williams said ''We can't lose another."
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12000 coneaiate wav

11651 UnlVersnv Boulevard

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites
• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

11801 Hluh Tech Avenue

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites
• Full Cable with Showtime ·
• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area

• Daily Housekeeping Service
• Pet Friendly

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to.40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

EAUTIFlJL SOUTH ORLANDO!

.401-243-6100

• Limited Maid Service

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

.~'900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM '!RAIL ·
OJ.{LA:NDO~ FL 32837

• High Speed Internet Access

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF
located on University Blvd!

"Your:Marriott Awaits" '
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ARE IN THE
SHOWROOM
NOWI
CALL USAT (407) 851-3800
OR CHECK OUT O~ WEBSITE Ar

WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM

I/

OUR STANCE

THE FINANCIAL 5Tl<'AINS OF NOT 61JYING 600K5 ONLINE.

DOrms should
never be dormant
0

n-campus residence halls
closed at noon on Sunday,
a day after exams were
complete, leaving students who
paid to live on-campus without
a place to live for three weeks.
The halls will re-open at 1 p.m.
on Jan. 7.
·
Sure, most students will stay
with family. Those who' choose
not to visit their parents may
see other relatives, or stay with
friends in off-campus housing.
However, those students pay
almost as much in rent as their'
counterparts in Pegasus Pointe
and Pegasus Landing, two offcampus but university-affiliated
apartment complexes.
The rent is comparable to
most other off-campus apartment complexes in the area
Yet, the students who live off~ campus have no need.to move
or pack up personal belongings
- they are allowed to live in
the apartment they paid for
through consecutive fall and
spring semesters. Imagine that!
There are dozens of reasons
why university housing closes
for three weeks between each
semester - most of them easily
solved. The two biggest reasons
• are security and cleanliness.
On-campus housing is the
housing of choice for worried
mommies and daddies who
want to make sure their precious little babies are kept in a
good environment - that they
• don't fall into the wrong crowd
during these highly impressionable years. Mommy and Daddy
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have to walk around more than ·
usual (to check up on people on
other floors) but the job would
still get done. ,
Of course, the argument is
moot if concerning students
who are moving out - those
who only signed up for one
semester of on-campus housing
or decide they just can't stay
any longer.
For those students, the university can just act more like an
apartment complex. Apartment
complexes have a specific moving-out date for students who
won't be living there anymore.
That way, the complex's clean- ·
ing and maintenance crews can
still make sure the apartment is
in good working order for the
next resident.
All in all, the dorms on campus are making it less and less
advantageous to live there. Students don't have cooking facilities in most of the dorms (with
Lake Claire and Academic Village apartments being the.
notable exceptions) and have to
drag their laundry across the
complex to wash it. UCF should
not further discourage students
from living on campus by
restricting when you can and
can't live there.
Living on-campus is a wonderful opportunity that everyone should have at least once.
UCF needs to encourage people
to do so and open up the dorms
over the breaks. It will help
those who really need it, and be
much appreciated.

OUR STANCE

•
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rely on on-campus housing to
provide little Johnny and Susie
with friends, atmosphere and a
friendly neighborhood RA available to keep them busy and safe
in their dorm rooms.
RAs are essential to the concept of on-campus living - ·
they plan events, they make
sure the students don't get
locked out of their rooms and
they make sure all the rules are
attended to - meaning no boys
in the girls' dorms after midnight and no alcohol in any
dorms - regardless of age.
And therein lies a major reason dorms close for three
weeks - to give the RAs a
chance to go home or go on
vacation between semesters.
Already, RAs are allowed to
stay over break, no matter the
reason. Students can petition to
the area coordinator if they
have extenuating circumstances.
Therefore, it· would be possible to keep the dorms open ·
with RAs, if the university just ·
thought it through every year.
Many students go home for the
holidays. But, undoubtedly,
some can't or have no want to
leave. Some RAs feel this too.
As part of the RA screening
process, university Housing and
Residence Life should seek out
RAs who would be willing to
·s tay for the three-week bridge
between semesters.
That way, if two RAs stay,
they could be in control of 60
students, etc. The RAs might

American judicial
system can work

n what was by far the most
publicized trial of '04, the
people of California v. Scott
Peterson concluded this past
weekend. Peterson was being
tried on the double murder of
his wife Laci and his unborn
son Connor who went missing
Christmas Eve 2002. Guilty was
the verdict read Nov. 12 and
death by lethal injection was
the sentenced recommended by
the jury on Monday.
This case stands in stark
contrast to the O.J. Simpson
trial, when the publicity given
to his case possibly influenced
its outcome. It seems when the
. media is involved and the
defendant achieves quasicelebrity status, the verdict, or
lack thereof, is never the general consensus.
Many Americans believe that
freedom can be bought in the
courts no matter what the evidence is, like with O.J. Simpson.
High-priced defense attorneys
use every loophole in the systern to get their client acquitted
instead of arguing the evidence
by itself. But 'in this day of jury
tampering, tainted evidence and
dirty police officers, the truth
could not be concealed.
The trial of Peterson did
have some controversy regarding the "double murder." Many
of those who defended Peterson
believed that the child was
unborn and therefore 'not an

dieted the jury' would recomactual person. On the opposing
end were pro-life advocates
mend life in prison without the
possibility of parole. This theowho argued it was indeed a
ry was used because the case
double homicide and believed
that he should be charged to the the prosecution had presented
-was based mostly .on circumfullest extent of the law.
One cause for concern in the stantial evidence. Often, jurors
judgment was that the jury clas- need undeniable evidence to
sified the murder of Connor as
sentence the guilty to death.
one of a less serious degree
This was not the case.
than that of his mother. HowevThe jurors said the prosecuer, both were ruled as murders.
tion gave compelling arguments
The death sentence option
and when all the pieces were
was available to the jury explicput together, all evidence pointitly because it was determined
ed toward Peterson. Each juror
that two people were murdered. said the death penalty was the
The charges, conforming to
correct sentence.
California law, considered that
"It just seemed to be the
two people were murdered,
appropriate justice for the
Laci and Connor. Califorhia's
crime, given the nature and
fetal homicide law ofl970
how personal it really was,
states: "Murder is the unlawful
against his wife and his child,"
killing of a human being, or a
said jury foreman Steve Carfetus, with malice aforedosi.
thought."
Judge Alfred A. Delucchi did
Peterson was well aware of
a fantastic job of upholding the
his wife's pregnancy and under- sanctuary that is the American
stood that he was killing the
court of law. He dismissed
both of them.
jurors who had subjective viewWhen the verdict was read.
points and any that were
last month, Peterson reacted
exposed to outside evidence to
with no emotion. He did the
keep the process as pure as possame for the announcement of
sible. His methods kept the case
the death sentence.
from becoming a mistrial or
"For me, a big part of it was
hung jury.
at the end, the verdict - no
There is a lot wrong with the
emotion, no anything. That
American judicial system, but it
spoke a thousand words,'' juror
works just fine when used
Richelle Nice told reporters
properly. This case proves that
after the sentencing.
justice can prevail, no matter
Many legal analysts had prehow much the attorney makes. .
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Marijuana cures

READER VIEWS
dogma and rigidly standardized "teaching"
. methods
that the more inquisitive among us

I am writing in regard to your Dec. 6 Science Spotlight article on H. Pylori.
I am one of those few who had severe
problems from H. Pylori for over 20 years pf
my life~ I am glad to see that the Future is getting the word out about this debilitating bacteria It's important that information like this
be disseminated to the general public so that
those ·who are sick with the infection can
take this information to their doctor to get
tested and get cured if necessary.
If you are a person who is experiencing
chronic heartburn, weekly to daily vomiting
spells, severe lower back pain, complete loss
of appetite, weight loss and/or abdominal
pain so bad that it makes you contemplate
suicide for relief, then go get tested for H.
Pylori because if you are sick with this bacterial infection it can lead to stomach cancer
and eventually death.
The good news is that if this happens to
be your illness, then you will be cured immediately by the Prevacid/antibiotics cocktail
that was discovered in 1996. From my long
experience with doctors, I have found that
most doctors really aren't that good and you,
the patient, will have to ask explicitly to be
tested for H. Pylori
Another reason I wanted to write this letter is to inform people that before I was
cured in 2000, my only consistent relief from
pain was cannabis, or marijuana For the last
three years of my illness, I was so sick and in
so much pain that if it were not for the pain
relief that cannabis provided, there iS no
doubt I would have committed suicide.
Not only did cannabis give pain relief but
it allowed me to function on a daily basis.
When I was sickest is when I made straight
As in school for the first time in my life, and
this is when I was smoking cannabis at least
15 times a day for pain relief.
So when I hear our government's claim
that cannabis is a Schedule I narcotic, meaning "no medicinal value," I know that this is a
flat-out lie. When I hear our government talk
about how cannabis will destroy your life, I ·
know that this is ignorance because it s4nply
depends on the person, their background,
and their individual chemical makeup.
My grades, my knowledge, my experience,
my ethics and my morals are proof of this
because I have been there, done that.
In the end, my message to everyone is that
there are many illnesses that are both understood-and not understood. When you are in
the kind of pain that I have experi,enced in
my life, then there is no law Qr person who
will stop you, and no lengths that a person
won't go to, just to end the pain.
·
Every person should ask themselves in the
land of the "free" why are lying, cheating,
stealing and murdering politicians deciding
who can or cannot have pain relief froin a .
plant that was put here by God!
Let God's gift to mankind be free at last to
provide the healing that is so needed by
mankind at this point in time.

- BRIAN CREGGER

Teath,don'toreach

To begin, I think the readers deserve a
clearer declaration of your opinion, Mr. Hankins ["Diverse opinions,'' Reader Views, Dec.
6]. By asking that diversity of thought ~d
acaBemic freedom be stressed at our umversity, but then demanding that liberal pro\essors ·~stay out" of the Future, are you not m
fact suggesting that freedom of thought is .
academically acceptable only when its assertions are approved by your particular god?
Whether that expresses the root of your
opinion or not, the fact remains that I do
indeed feel your pain. All students seeking a
greater understanding of the world (as
opposed to a degree) should rise up and
demand that their university live up to its
"higher learning" namesake. We certainly are
not experiencing a multitude of perspectiyes.
Unfortunately, I think the problem nms
deeper than just your liberal conspiracy idea
Fake studen~s are going into fake classrooms
to train for fake tests given to them by fake
teachers. The learning spirit has all but evaporated, leaving behind the desert of cracked

have grown to hate. Only a few resilient puddles of curiosity remain below an ever-warming bureaucratic sun
So my solution would differ slightly from
yours, Mr. Hankins. For instance, I wouldn't
ban liberal professors from expressing their
opinions in the Future, even if they thought
homosexuals should be treated equally just
like other human beings. Yeah, crazy. I know.
But they deserve a voice even so. And I realize it probably pains you even more that no
conservative Christians are allowed to teach
in the anthropology department here at UCF.
Those Darwinist heretics could use a good
dose of Jesus' love; maybe then they'd stop
pretending to dig up so much fossil evidence
in support of that witchcraft called evolution.
IfI may take several steps back toward
reality for a moment, I'd like to close by · .
reminding you what "conservative Christian"
means. The backbone of that approach to life
is supported by an innate distrust in the
future and an overreliance on tradition. Blatant racism is lampooned as moral clarity
and a deep-seated neurosis is falsely diagnosed as faith. These are not the type of
teachers best suited for inspiring free
thought in our schools, and certainly are not
the type of teachers a nation struggling to
cope with the woes of 21st-century life needs
to educate the fresh minds that will be
required to guide us down a happier path in
the years to come.
- MANDY SWANSON

Demand higher qualitv Pre-K

The Florida R"~slature has-had two years
to provide ''high quality" prekindergarten for
4-year-olds as required by the Constitutional
amendment passed by the voters in 2002.
The definition of "high quality'' is what we
the voters determine and that is what the legislature should create.
There are very little requirements to make
a pre-K program "high quality." Just three
hours a day of schooling - 18 pupils to 1
child development associate (not actually a
teacher). One person in charge ofl8 4-yearoldS with minute attention spans running
around in one class. I would like to see anyone of our legislators try to control that
group, much less teach them anything.
We elect and expect the state Legislature
to follow through with our wishes. If they are
not too tied up, please get them to look up
the meaning of the words "high quality."
- VINCENT GONZALEZ

Partisan for profit

I am a big fan of choice. I believe people
should generally be able to choose to do just
about anything, which does not harm some-·
one else. Unfortunately, the vast amount of
choice that we have in getting our news
seems to be leading to a more divided nation.
Profiting partisans such as Al Franken and
Sean Hannity are now viewed by many
Americans as presenters of truth, or more to
the point, the entirety of the truth. For hours
every weekday, they (and many others) use
their media platforms to spew their ideological points of view to their hordes of fans.
Sadly, I believe I give both men too much
credit in saY4i.g that their rants are based in
ideology. I b~lieve the true motivation is
much older than the liberal-versus-conservative arguments and could be understood best·
by looking at each man's tax return.
I urge all people of intellect to not leave
your most prized possession exposed. While
their brand of popcorn politics may seem ·
interesting, over time (hours each day) it
becomes an insidious poison which c.a n
make one become lazy and suspend reason.
Why worry about getting information from a
variety of expert sources when my favorite
partisan can fill me in on everything of consequence in my life?
Of course, all of their analysis comes
down to two basic principles: First, the other
side is bad. Second, buy my book.
People! The ~mperors of partisan politics
are wearing no clothes!

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 w~rds and must include
full fl!ime and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style andiflel..send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.QUestions?Call 407-823-6397.(UCF-NEWS).

-EDTHOMPSON
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Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winoing newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.
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Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
CITY NIGHTS VALET NOW HIRING
Valet and lot attendant°- seasonal help
throughout the Orlando area. If you enjoy
running and staying busy while making
great money, this is the job for you!
Must be 18 years of age, physically fit,
clean cut, have a good driving record &
enjoy people. Hiring for an shifts. Apply in
person to the valet booth @ the Rosen
Centre Hotel located at 9840 I-drive or
the Orlando Marriott Downtown located at
400 W. Livingston Street. 7AM - 3PM
ADVERTISING SALES REP
Sell to family-oriented businesses.
Some leads provided. Great
'
experience for mass comm majors.
Call today 407-682-3414
PT or FT sales reps needed. Outside
sales, self motivated. Market
embroidered clothing & imprinted
speciality items to businesses, schools,restaurants,hospitals, etc. Draw plus
commission Fax brief resume & objective
to (407) 339-3959.

Spend your summer in a lakefront
cabin in Maine. If you're looking to
spend this summer outdoors, have fun
while you work, and make lifelong
friends, then look no further. Camp
Mataponi, a residential girls camp in
Maine, has female/male summertime
openings for Land Sports, Waterfront
(small crafts, skiing, life guarding, WSI,
boat drivers), Ropes Course, Tennis,
Horseback Riding, Arts & Crafts,
Theater, Cooking, Gymnastics, Dance,
Photography, Group Leaders & more.
Top salaries plus room/board & travel
provided. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WILL BE CONDUCTED 1/28. Call us
today toll free at 1-888-684-2267 or
apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.
CHILD CARE NEEDED
Infant and school-age kid. 15 mins to
UCF. 3 days/week, 9:00AM-7:00PM.
Salary (live out) or salary plus
ROOM and BOARD (live in)!
CALL 407-353-5247 TODAY

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131.

NURSERY WORKER NEEDED
For small Baptist church. 1O mins from
UCF. Must have exp. w/ 0-4 year-olds.
Wednesday nights and
Sunday mornings, $10/hr.
Call Jessica@ 407-923-5335

GET PAID TO DRIVE A
BRAND NEW CAR!
Now paying drivers $800-$3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Ftee Car Key Today!
www.freecarkey.com

PT ICE DELIVERY DRIVERS
For Central Florida restaurants & events.
Evening weekends - flex schedules.
Class "D" License, 26K GVW experience
and good driving record required.
Fax resume to: 407-296-8118
or apply in person.
Action Ice, LLC dba Winter Park Ice
1920 Commerce Oak10 Avenue
Orlando, FL 32808
407-296-8300

9 TOTAL HOURS-$25/HR
Fun Women Needed Jan 13-15
(12-3pm) to walk thru Orlando biz
convention In our Sunglasses that simple! $10/hr CASH+ FREE
..Sunglasses, SklGloves, Ear Warmers
($135 value)= TOTAL $225
for 9 hours of work.
410.649.7772 or Jgoger@180s.com.

Pre-school afternoon teachers needed.
2:30-6:00 Mon. - Fri.
'No experience necessary. Close to UCF.
407-282-0551 ask for Nancy or Pat.
Fax resume to 407-207-4330.

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE NOW HIRING
Cooks w/ at least 2 years experience.
Mon-Thur, 1-3 pm, apply within .
5891 Red Bug Lake Rd.
407-699-0900

Show Room Asst.
Restaurant Equip. Dealership seeks
happy, intelligent person. 9:30-6:00 M-F
Resume to jobs@rewonline.com or
407-679-1699 (fax)

NANNY NEEDED
Part-time with flexible hours.
Near Universal Studios. $8-9/hr.
References are required.
407-99G-8616 or ojg8r@earthlink.net

Loving nanny needed for 2 children in my
Winter Springs home. 15 mos old and 12
week old. Wed & Thurs 7:30am - 5pm .
Start January 5th. 12 week old starts in
March. Drug I Background I Refs I
Experience Required Bi-lingual (Eng I
Spanish) a plus Come be a part of our
family! Contact Heather: 407-678-6171

Your education can
take you places

MOTHER'S HELPER NEEDED
Tues/Thur 3-7 in my home for 3 kids
while I teach piano. Begin Jan, $8/hr,
references required. Eastwood
subdivision near Waterford Lakes.
Email references to SRN2H@cs.com
or call 407-281-0932.

So you're ready for the real world - looking for a real job - one that has
benefits, a career path and a training program. Well, at American Express
Financial Advisors, we invest in your future from day one - with things like a
strong and rigorous training program, superior management support and
our own customized software program. Hey, it's your decision. Why not join
us, and discover just how far we can go together. Visit our Web site at
americanexpress.com/advisorcareers or contact:

GET PAID CASH
To Answer Text Messages on Your
Cell Phone! It's FREE. It's easy. Opt in
@ www.PollCast.net & qualify to WIN
an IPOD Mini!

2650 North Military Trail, Suite 100
Boca Raton, Florida 33431
Phone: (561) 997-9602
Fax: (561) 997-9603

• flexible nhedules to fit Students • bilingua~s
needed, Spanish/English & Korean/English, for
management positions in Orlando offi1e • guaranteed
salaries • paid training • weekly pay1he1ks • hourly
bonuses· $9·$ 19 aug 1omm. •no exp. ne1essary
· • bilingual sales reps needed for Orlando olli1e

$ 100 sign on bonusl

Space is limited. Enroll now.
Locations: Boca Raton, Ft. Lauderdale, Ft. Myers, Miami~ Tampa
American Express Rnancial.Advisors Inc. Member NASO.American Express Company
is separate from Ameriain Express Financial Advisors Inc. and is not a broker-dealer.
4/04
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Call now to set up an immediate interview
UCF Area 407-673-9700 or Orlando 407-243-9400

REPORTERS
EDITORS • COPVEDITORS
Curious. Disciplined. Determined. Aperson with a flair for
writing, or a desire to develop one. Someone who can ask
tough questions, and not be discouraged by lame answers.

.Al..J..t;o
We offer the
T.I-a.d.er®best college

If that's you, there's a job waiting at the Future. Positions
at all levels - introductory and experienced - are open now .
and-throughout the winter semester, with full- and partials~holarships available. Semester-long commitment required.

in the area •••

eJ:entral 11oriba 1uture
The Student Newspaper Se1V1ng UCF Smee 1968

Are you looking for
a .Job that offer's•••
Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Relaxed Atmosphere?
Look no further, Auto Trader Magazines
is the place for you.

Exciting New Positions Available! · ·
Day, Evening, And Weekend shifts
Average Pay $14 Per Hour
Walking Distance To UCF
~ Inbound Customer Service Agents
· ~ Outbound Sales Agents
Selling advertising into one of our many publications
Cross selling into other magazines
Renewing current ads for existing customers

For more information call

-

TechnolO! ical Ave.

-

-g

407-896-01·24 ext. 2970 w.,,...,_.....,,
~

or stop by our office at
3451 Technological Ave #7
Orlando, FL 32817

~

Krilipy

Kre""

·c:>
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Alafaya Tr.
. J'f

UCF

NOW HIRING

FAX RESUMES TO 407-447-4556
or EMAIL: miiam@knightnewspapers.com

- - (ential ;Jfoiiba '1ttuie - Seminole Chronicle
I NOW HIRING I
I

ADVERTISING R.EP
UP.TO $15 PER HOUR

Strong work ethics and excellent communication skills.
. Fun and fast paced environment. 15 - 25 hrs per week.
Hourly base plus commission. Fax resume to
407-447-4556 ore-mail Markl@k_
nightnewspapers.com

•

Attention Grad Students
3"Bdrms avail in Avalon Park. $575 all
inclusive, individual leases, Jan move-in.
Call 850-291 -3183 or (850)304-4987
ROOM FOR RENT- 3/2 Beautiful home 4
mins from campus. Garage/yard/large
kitchen/big screen TV/internet/furnished.
No smoking. Clean, neat. Avail 12/15.
Will do one semester lease.
$450+ half utilities. (407) 928-2129
BEAUTIFUL STONEYBROOK HOME
3/212, gated, brand new
on 11th fairway. Free
basic cable.· $1400/mo.
407-252-7449 or 407-273-8550.

Awesome Brand New Home
Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts, lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease, Call Sherry/Todd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969 '
Spacious Home Near UCF
3/2 w. 2 car gar. Ceramic tile kitchen,
large den, sep. living room. 1750 sq. ft.
Minutes from UCF. Fences yard and
covered patio. Near shops. $1125.
Call 407-249-3682

ROOM FOR RENT

HOME$ FOR RENT
UCF area 2, .3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
· Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included + internet & cable.
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com

.,

Room For Rent
House 5 m ins from UCF. $280/mo +
1/4 of utlls. Avail ASAP
Call Austin @ 407-739-1710

l)

LOOK
1 master avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $425/mo. +
split util. Call 407-641-4205.

(.)

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED
212 in Jefferson Lofts, $604/mo incl
all util, ethernet, W/D, private
reserved parking. Gym & game room.
954-494-6711

l>

2 rooms avail i 3BD/ 2BA new furnished
· house, Waterford Lakes,
clean/responsible $600/mo, incl internet,
fax, cable, phone, W/D. ASAP
Call Helen 407-380-1268

(\

MOVE-IN ASAP

l'

2 BO/ 2 BA House, w/ 2 car garage, all
appliances W/D,furnished, large bdrm
prvt BA, no lease! $515/mo. +1/2 bills.'
Call Kara @ (727)488-8460

3, 4, and 5 bdrms. New homes. All
appliances and lawn services incl.
Low rent, leases avail today. For
more info call Ryan at 407-383-8918

Single Family Home
Ashington Park Community. 5 mins
from UCF. 3BD/2BA 2 car garage.
W/D. FL room. For more Info please
call 407-568-7608
WINT ER SPRINGS/CHELSEA PARK
1439 Creekside Circle
Two-story 4/2/2 w/ comm pool &
clubhouse. $1100/mo + $11 00 sec dep .
407-388-9904 or 407 -365-5928

College Park 1st floor duplex, 1/1 .
Remodeled, A/C & laundry incl. $590" + util
per month. Pets okay. Screened in
porch, Off-street parking. Avail.
immediately. Contact 407-719-5457
LONGWOOD CONDO
Lovely 2/1 condo. Newly painted and
carpeted. No pets. $795/mo.
Call 321-297-1163.

RECEPTIONIST
Must be able to multi-task, be
friendly and work in a fast-paced,
professional environment.
20 - 25 hrs. per week.

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

3/2 split plan, W inter Park schools, very
clean . Fenced yard, remodeled
kitchen/bath, wood floors, fireplace, and
garage. $1175/mo. Call Bill 407-678-2160

Questions? E-mail Jeff Truesdell atjeff@udnews.com now.

lllll!~----111111'1111111a~
· ----!llml studentjobs

Rouse Rd.

FREE RENT

UCF AREA HOUSES

Referral bonusl

444iiete-

Holiday Cash? We need books and book
scouts, NOW. Collect books/bring in on
your time/pace. Book Treasures Used
Bookstore, 7616 University Blvd. (5 miles
from UCF). Info Gregg, 407-678-2982.
Also register for $100 x-mas cash!

WATERFORD LAKES NEW HOME
4 Bd/2 Ba, 2 car garage.
Great Location! $1 ,350/mo.
http://46460.rentclicks.com
or call 407-310-6583

SOUTH BOCA RATON FLORIDA WORKSHOP
DECEMBER 20th & 22nd

Cl2001-2004 American Express Financial Corporation
TTY:l-800-766-2979 Equal Employment Opportunity Ef]lployer

For Rent - 2 bedroom I 2 bath
half duplex near campus.
Washer/dryer, wooded neighborhood
Walk or bike to campus!
$725/month. 407-716-9470

Avail. Dec 15th, start pay Jan 1st. 1
mi from UCF In quiet neighborhood.
3/212 incl w/d & Internet $385/mo
plus 1/3 util. Call Lisa 954-547-1911

Scott M. Miller

Close to UCF

TIRED OF LIVING PAYCHECK TO
PAYCHECK?
Simply complete the form online to get
more information. Visit us at:
www.911PlanB.net

1 room In a 3/2 apartment for rent.
Cable, Internet, & all utilities Incl.
$400/mo. furnished except bedroom
Looking for a clean & responsible
person. Call Adam @ 954-655-8212
UCF AREA Apartment For Rent
Goldenrod, $495/mo, 1/1 condo, upstairs
with balcony. Appliances included.
Water/sewer also included.
386-775-7093. Please leave message.
UCF AREA 2BR/2BA Apartments for rent
within 1 mile of campus. $950/mo.
including water. Pool & tennis court!
Call 407-484-0343
Lease my apartment!
Lease runs through 7/31 /05
Move in immediately!!!
DECEMBER RENT PAID IN FULL!
Contact Samantha 407-896-0408

Walk to School

UCF Cypress Bend
Majestic 2-story home. Gated, brand
new 2004 by lake and comm pool.
513.5. All appliances. Rooms
available from $375-$600.
$600 for huge master.
Anette: 407-716-0848.

<.)

Townhouse for rent. Walk to UCF.
2bd/2ba. 1,200 sq. ft. Vaulted ceiling and
W/D. Rent $675/mo. Deposit is $600.• ·
1'
Call 407-671-1636 or 321-228-2311.
UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful° room w/ private bath.
New W/D, cable. $425 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805

~

3/212-car garage with a pool!
Includes W/D & Cable.
$1 25/week pays all.
Located very close to UCF.
407-346-9129

<l

2 rms for rent, 2 miles from UCF. Big •
home w/pool, $395/mo. w/ util. Contac}
Steve 305-281-3104 or 407-736-0064.

•>

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
For immediate occupancy in spacious:
4/2 home in Waterford Lakes. $475/mo
incl all util & high-speed internet. Won'!
last long! Call 407-282-7774.

'1

1 NS roommate, (F preferred) to share
downtown Lake Como 3/1 apt. home
with quiet couple and dog. Rent incl. all
util (Internet, cable) except phone.
$425/mo. 321-591-0869.

<J

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
$400/mo plus util. Jan '05-July '05. 5
mins f rom UCF. Polos East
Apartments. Call Ann Marie
954-854-0553.
UCF Area. 2 mins walk to campus.
Newly remodeled 3BD/ 2BA home. New
appliances. Furnished Living & Dining
rm. W/D. Low cost utils. $450 w/ prvt BA.
$390 w/ shared BA 407-625-0238
Room for rent in 2/2 townhome, located
2 miles from UCF. Big bedroom,
own bathroom, living room w/vaulted
ceilings, w/d included for $495.00
+ half utilities per month. Contact Amy
at 321 -662-6366.

2 BO/ 2BA in a Triplex. W/D. Directly
across the street from UCF. $700/mo.
Call 407-872-6277

Clean and Responsible House
in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo.
All-util. incl. Fast access DSL.
Call Lindsay at 954-701-3806.

FREE .RENT (no bills at all) in upscale
C~llege Park - In exchange 20hrs/wk
child care. Private studio, flexible
hours. exc ref req. UCF students
only. Call Melinda at 407-423-2021

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
1 immediately, 1 Jan 1st. 4 BD/3 BA,
pool tables, spa, 5 mins from UCF
$500/mo. everything incl.
ca·11 941-685-3954

Free rent through February

WANTED IMMEDIATELY:

No move-in fees!
Jefferson Lofts Apartments: 4/2
Lease ends A+igust 2005
Call 813-61.~1;6062

3 roommates for a 5BD/3BA home. $500
mo. All utils incl. In Tanner Crossing, 2
minsiaway from UCF.
/
Call Astliy @ 727-534-5852 II

f

(

•
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Crossword

Seeking F housemate for beautiful home
off Econ Trail near UCF & VCC. Kitchen
& laundry. Single mother of one 6-yr. old
would coMider lower rent for live-in PIT
babysitting. Avail end of December.
Character ref. & background checks.
413-734-6944 or elmsgirl@aol.com

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
«

•
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•
•
•
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$100 OFF 1ST MONTH RENT
No move-in fee, no deposit. 2/2, free
UCF shuttle, ethernet, cable, HBO, and
util all incl. W/D & alarm system.
GREAT PRICE IN A GREAT AREA!
Call 321-544-2745

UCF Cypress Bend
4 Two-Story Homes - 5/3 and
41311 One Story. Gated/Brand New
2004. M or F roommates. Rooms for
$350lmo + util. $600/mo for Huge
Master. Util. avg = $80. Photo:
Owner -Anette. 407-716-0848.
GREAT OPPORTUNITY
Looking for 2 roommates Jn beautiful
4BR/3BA with pool. Includes
A~ditional Room, Internet, Cable,
Study & W/D. $500/mo. Close to
UCF and Waterford Lakes.
407-497-6919
Rooms avail in beautiful 4/2.5 home.
Directly behind UCF on conservation
land. $550/month incl rent, ulils, high
speed internet, cable and furn. if needed.
Avail Now Contact Matt @
954-445-4188 .
1 rm avail In a 4BDl3.5BA in a huge
beautiful lakeside home. 3000 sq. ft.
Avail in Jan $405/mo + 114 Utlls.
Right behind campus. Econ Woods
Contact Daniel @ 407-466-1274
off of Dean and university. 4 BD/ 2 BA,
pool home $350/mo. + 1/4 utils, no
deposit, close to UCF and Valencia avail
immediately. Call 407-823-8414
Rooms in new house. Fully furn ...
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Femal~ only. All util. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-816-3127
Room for Rent - $400/mo. incl. util &
basic cable, Internet access. Security
Deposit. Located behind UCF, only 10
min. drive. Plenty of parking. 1/4 acre of
land. Call Steve at 407-267-4982.
UCF AREA-Female to share furnished
312 house with female $600/mo utii.
incl. Also incl. cable, pool, office.
Serious student or pr.ofessional only.
Call ASAP 321-277-3851.
Room available for a female renter at
Boardwalk near UCF. $485 includes own·
bath, phone, internet, cable and utilities.
Call Charvi or Nicole at 407-616-3916

3 HOUSEMATE$ NEEDED
Brand new 4 bedro,o m lakeside
home. 5 mins from UCF. Everything
Incl: all utll, maid service, gardener,
wireless web, w/d, etc. $600/mo.
Call my cell 561-213-1805.

414 Apt. at Jefferson Commons.
Rent is at last years rate!!! $485/mo. incl.
everything, utils. internet, furn, & shuttle.
Contact Adam 727-385-6403 or call
863-860-6671 .

PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
Room in 4/4 for M or F. $400/mo incl all
util, high-speed internet, free shuttle. No
rnove-in fees. Lease runs Jan. 1st • July
31st. Call 407-529-4618 or 407-362-2399.

Apartment for Sublease: University
House $430/mo. Utlls & Internet Incl.
Prvt bath, Will pay the 1st month's
rent. Contact Ash for more Info @
850-685-2601

1 F needed for a 4bd/4ba. $490. All utils
incl, digital cable, internet, 3rd floor,
$490. Call Gail @ 407-902-8848
gailskis@yahoo.com

Get $440 CASH Today!!

275

CONVENIENT LIVING

•

Cape Canaveral Riverfront Condo
own bedroom suite incl prvt BA, pool,
exercise, gated, M or F $350/mo.
Call 321-783-3426

PEGASUS POINTE APARTMENT
Bd avail ASAP for F in 4/2, $465/mo
incl all util plus ethernet, w/d. No movein fees. Fantastic roommates.
Free shuttle. Call Sara 813-598-3425
Femal? needed for great apartl)'lentl
Nice and clean room with priv. bath in
The Gatherings. W/D. $445/mo. utils.
included. Lease ends July 2005.
Call 954-648-7355.
Sublease at Tivoli Apts. Available Now!
$398/mo. Lg. priv. room w/ bath. Walk-in
closet. Close to UCF and Shuttle serv.
W/D. Ethernet, cable included. Only 2
great roommates. Call 407-616-1541.

BOARDWALK APARTMENT
Private bd & ba in female 414.
$490/mo incl all utll. Brand new
fully-furnished. Half-off Dec. rent.
Call Kate 386-503-3943

$100 off per month!!!
Now only $379..reg$4791month ...In University House - private
bed/bathroom all utilities,cable,Internet incl.Pets allowed.W/D.Shuttle to UCF.Avall nowlCall
Melissa 561-628-6514

ARDEN VILLAS SUBLEASE
Needed for 212 apartment. $41 Olmo
plus 112 utilities. W/D lnlc.
Private bd + ba.
Please contact 904-982-0047
DECEMBER-FREE RENT
Private bd + ba in Northgate Lakes.
Everything incl. No deposit/move-in
fees. Rent reduced to $450/mo. Call
Danieile 954-650-4859 & 407-470-2840

RIVERWIND APARTMENT
1 F needed ASAP for a 4br/4ba.
Utils, High-speed internet and W/D incl.
Only $485/month.
Call Michelle@ 321-754-1642.

Incentives $$$ Must Sublease
Transferring out of state. 3bd/3ba,
2nd floor, Pegasus Landing. Avail
Dec 15 UCF Affiliated Housing. No
transfer fees and 2 mos rent free.
incl all utils, W/D ethernet and
shuttle. Call 954-270-3922.

NORTHGATE LAKES
F sublease, 1/1 in a 4x4 avail Dec 12.
$470/mo all inclusive, no move-in fees.
First month FREE. Call Sarah @
321-501-1363

STEPS AWAY FROM CAMPUS
1 M or F needed for a 4BDI 4BA apt,
Fully Furnished, ethernet, cable. All
utils incl, shuttle service, $495/mo.
Call Melanie @ 850-559-2255

Takeover lease. Master BD w/ prvt BA,
all utils and internet i.ncl. Located in the
Gatherings. No deposit. $440/mo.
Call Melissa @ 721-278-8957

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes
1 M needed, 4 .BR, private bath, utils
incl, washer/dryer/spacious patio, across
the street from campus. $475 a mo. obo
Call Andrew @ 305-522-4348
Take over my lease at Pegasus Pointe!
Male only. $450/mo.
I'll pay all transfer fees!
DECEMBER RENT FREE!!!
321-443-4522 or jpuglia@cfl.rr.com

Will pay all· move-in fees!!

Sublet @ University House
$439/mo lease ends 07/31/05
UCF shuttle, utilities, cable & ethernet
included. Available for Spring '05
Call 1 (321) 720-6752.
Room Available In UCF Area Home
Located In Ashington Park. $51 Olmo
Incl all utll, W/D, Internet/cable.
Big kitchen & pool wl waterfall.
Avail ASAP. Lease runs through Aug.
·
Call Kelley at 407-616-1874.
Room avail. in Northgate Lakes Dec.7
in 4/2 move in date flexible. $420/mo. +
Dec. FREE RENT util, cable, internet,
incl. If interested please call
239-293-8384

JASMINE (off Goldenrod)
Apartment available for sublease,
1bd/1ba avail Jan 1st. $499.mo
Apt is 15 mins away from UCF and mins
away from VCC, 408 and Downtown.
ejc_cantu@hotmail.com

Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Available for Summer term. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private.
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEES!!!
Call 321-604-9029

Move-in at Pegasus Landing. No Movein fees! Graduating early. Close to
campus w/ shuttle service. $500 per mo.
Need to be out by January. Will give
$200 at move-in. Call 386-299-1155.

Sublease private bdrm with 4 g1,1ys
in 5 bdrm ho.use. New neighborhood,
close to campus, huge backyard on·
lake. $395/mo includes utilities,
cable & internet. 954-471-7888

Pegasas Landing 1/1 avail in a 212.
Fully furn. Utils included. W/D All
amenities included, fitness center,
swimming pools. Lease until July 2005.
$560/month. Available nowl
570-223-8002.

NO MOVE IN FEE BEFORE DEC 15
F needed to sublease until Aug.
$439/mo. Utils, internet, W/D and cable
· incl. New carpet. Individual Leasing.
Call Alicia @ 352-428-8423

Sublease in Pegasus Pointe!
Available immediately.
FIRST MONTH RENT IS FREE!
Includes utilities, W/D, shuttle to UCF
Lease through August. 561 ·272·6292

Jan-Aug 4BD/4BA Huge walk ii'] closet,
W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash. 3 great
roommates brand new furniture $490/mo
·
Call John@ 321-217-5264

FREE RENT!
1 Large bedroom for N/S Female In
quiet spacious house close to UCF.
Community pool, tennis court, cable,
wireless lnt!i)rnet, phone, & fireplace.
Available now. No rent until Jan 15
$5001mo. 321-948-7023 or
saxsquatch@earthllnk.net

HOUSE FOR SPRING SEM.
2 rooms avail in 4-bdrm house. $550/mo
incl all util and wireless internet. $100 off
if subleased before Dec. 22nd.
For more info & pictures:
http://sublease.griffinwebworks.com
Or call 321-438-4555
NO MOVE-IN FEE
Female roommate needed ASAP for
Pegasus Pointe 412. $455/mo incl all
utli, ethernet, free shuttle, pools, and
gym. Call Emily 813-503-6098.

1 MONTH FREE RENT
1 F to sublease in a 4BDl4BA, utils,
furniture Incl $450/mo. Northgate
Lakes, Next to UCF.
352-302-3389
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfieds@UCFnews.com

•

Village @ Alafaya Club

1•

COLLEGE STATION APAf!TMENT
Female needed for 1 bd & ba avail in
414. $470lmo incl all util, ethernet,
and cable. 1 mile from UCF, free
shuttle provided. Roommates very
· quiet and friendly. Lease: Jan-July.
Call 407-313-3700
AWESOME ALAFAYA CLUB APT
1 rm in 4/4. Largest bedrooms and
closets in UCF area. $495/mo incl all util,
internet, cable, and phone. All furnished,
living room incl 27" TV. Many more
amenities. Move-in date is Dec. 10th.
December rent covered. Email
chihoohahchic23@aol.com.
407-313-8353 or 561-758-3033
Move in now! December FREE!
No move-in fees! F only, Pegasus
Connection across from UCF, 412
Furn. 3rd floor. $465 Includes util.
call 561-383-7391 or 561-351-4793

Jefferson Lofts Apartment
1 M needed for a 4bd/2ba, cable,
internet, security system and all utils •
Incl. Pools, basketball courts Avail In
Jan $5001mo. Call 407-617-8484

FIRST MONTH FREE!!!

WHY RENT

•

when·you can

OWN?

•
•

3 BEDROOM,
.2 BATH HOMES

"

1 bedroom in a 4/4 @ Village at Alafaya
Club. Co-ed apt, private bathroom,
Shuttle to UCF. Sublease ends 8/3/05.
$495/mo. 954-649-3333 or 954-649-9788
Room avail in 3/2 Home. Female, Priv.
bed/bath. N/S or drinking. All util. + W/D
incl. $400/mo. Walk to VCC / 10 min. to
UCF. Student friendly environment!
407-399-2437 or cecemichelle@aol.com
1 F ·needed to sublease in a 414.
Avail mid DEC. Utils incl, prvt bd &
BA, cable and internet incl. $490/mo
Call Ashley@ 407-306-8496.

"

•

•

Come join your classmates already firing here...
plus receive a Fifi Washer/Oryerl
• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Choose From
• Tax Deductions

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
•Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
and Sunday 11:00 a.m.-5:00 p_.m.
·
On Colonial (Hwy. ·so) 2 Miles East 01 Alalaya
•

•

407-281-6029 '

1575 Pe~ Street • Orlando, F orida 32828 • www.flaparJ<s.com

o
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TVs from $101
Police seized property!
For Info 800-747-9372 ext. M383.

Queen Size Bed
$100 Sealy Posturepedic box spring and
mattress, very good condition. I have
several. Sea World Area. 407-616-9575

Presented by

Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

EHdl

'--------' cmJ

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
45 Time of glacial
dominance
46 Continues
47 Pablo's nap
51 Jug handle
53 Book before
Obadiah

55 Needle case
56 Amer. Legion
members
57 Fruity quaffs
60 Iniquitous
location
61 Heifer

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

Sports Marketing Book
2nd Edition Book by Matthew Shank for
MAR4711 with Yun-Oh Whang.
$25 OBO
Email: JLFeinberg@hotmail.com
Refrigerator I freezer, top mount, good
condition, runs well. Best offer by
Dec.' 16 gets it. Need it 9ut of my way.
All offers considered.
407-927-2245.

We both benefit from you taking
over my Pegasus Connection (JC)
lease!!! Avail. Immediately with no
move-In fees or rent until January!
321-432-9330 or 321-726-0168
PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
1 bd & ba avail in 4/4. $450/mo incl all
util, ethernet, cable, swimming pools,
gym, and free shuttle. Call 863·956-4029
evenings or 863-519-8330 ext.1105.

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
•••••••www.BUYTVSNOW.COM••••••••
GUITARS FOR SALE
For guitars and gear go to
www.guitarplumber.com
or call 407-466-45*

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
Appalachia Travel
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!

SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL

93' Honda Prelude
Red, 4 WS, 5 speed, sunroof, cd player,
new tires. $4900 OBO
Call: 561-722-8229
PT Cruiser Wagon 2002 (Candy Red)
Immaculate condition. On time
maintenance check ups. New Tires.
A/C CD/cassette player. Automatic.
Runs perfect. Selling price $9,500.00.
407-366-2573
2001 C320 MERCEDES BENZ
Private owner, 38k miles. Aspen
green, beige leather, 4-door.
$21,900 obo.
Call Tim 407-509-9363
$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-747-9319 ext. V502.

Trips to Rio de Janeiro VIP club
Passes, airfare, hotel, & more
Limited seats; Call 877-456-WILD
www.springbreakbrazll.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
lnfo/ReservaJions 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

SPRING BREAK IN THAILAND
10 days for $950!
Tour island of Phuket with a UCF student
Accommodations, tours, & meals included
Tickets to shows, parties, islands & more
407-766-0578 or tektravel@yahoo.com.

s199oo J 5 Days/ 4 Nights .
.s139oo 1oavs/6 Nights
. Prices

FREE HAIRCUTS

Lose Fat? Gain Muscle?

$100 OFF 1ST MONTH RENT
No move-in fee, no deposit. 212, free
UCF shuttle, ethernet, cable, HBO, and
util all incl. W/D & alarm system.
GREAT PRICE IN A GREAT AREA!
Call 321-544-2745

$189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7-Days/6-Nights

12 feet, like new, must see!
$1,200 or best offer.
Call 407-678-6085

Jefferson Lofts sublease available in
January. F wanted for brand new
apartment! Private BR & BA, Security
system, all util, cable, & Internet.
Call 954-401 ·4309
Subleaser needed. Pegasus Pointe.
1 bedroom in 4/2. Down payment and
.January & FEBRUARY RENT PAID!!!
$455/mo. all util. incl. Call 904-996-8756.

SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS
CELEBRITY PARTY CRUISE!
5 Days $299! Includes Meals, Parties!
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau,
Jamaica from $459!
Panama City & Daytona $159!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

WOOD GAZEBO FOR SALE

Provided by Supercuts Training Studio.
Located across from UCF in Weeks
Plaza. Offered one week a month.
Come as often as you'd like.
1-888-888-7778 ext. 1662

ADDISON PLACE APARTMENT
1/1, half mile from UCF. $565/mo incl
water. UCF shuttle, pets allowed, pool,
laundry. Avail Jan 1st, date negotiable.
Call Andrea 407-658-1648

•

6 Painter Piet
7 Make a decision
8 Do some
cobbling
9 Stresses
1 Sort of seal
11 Early space
program
12 Toe woe
13 $100 bills
18 Ventilate
24 Actor Herbert
25 Spurious
reasoning
26 Get off one's
feet
27 Rio maker
28 Squid's defense
29 Narrow inlet
31 Bristol braces
33 Of the sky
37 Festering
38 Poetic tribute '
39 Downswing
40 Crafty
41 Rille or revolver
43 Golfer Ernie
44 Boneless cul

HIGH POINT CLUB APARTMENTS
Avail in Dec. 1/1, $645/mo incl all util.
Amenities incl pool, fitness
center, pets welcomed.
Call Yvette 561-762-1035

PEGASUS LANDING APT

t-:

DOWN
1 Arctic Circle
dweller
2 Came down to
earth
3 Granny
4 Genesis craft
5 Ad-libber

All rights rAUtved.

Jefferson Commons Apartment

· Female roommate wanted for 414.
$4951mo incl util, ethernet, and free
shuttle. Dec. rent paid, move-in
any time after finals. 352-207-9088

•

x

12118/04

C 2004 Tribuna Media Services, Inc.

Room available in Northgate in a 4/2
apartment with two current roommates.
M preferred. 1st month Free! $420/mo.
incl. all utils. W/D, cable, full kitchen,
ethernet access. Call Ben at
954-257-0301.

Half off March rent! College Station apt,
$400/mo. Ethernet, HBO, all util. incl. M ·
needed. Priv bath, fully furnished. Avail.
beginning January. 407-625-6148 or
klugemark@hotmail.com

J

ACROSS
1 Hawaiian island
6 Sequence of
phonemes
11 Alphabet start
14 Lookout's shout
15 "Carmen• or
"Aida"
16 No _ Intended
17 Blake Edwards
film, with "The"
19 Lennon's love
20 Sch. org.
21 Divest
22 Psychic letters
23 Lang. course
24 Trucks in
Tottenham
26 Blackthorn
27 Imperial Russian
Ballet
30 Erroneous
perceptions of
reality
32 Harmful in effect
. 34 Cart track
35 Alias
36 Gentlemen from
Madrid
38 CIA predecessor
41 Solidify
42 Right-foot·
operated lever
44 Includes
48 Mournful poem
49 Religious figure
50 Disgusts
52 Spike or Peggy
53 Had a bite
54 Little shaver
55 Actress Gabor
58 Notes of scales
59 Sent in the
wrong direction
62 Self-importance
63 Like·Cheerios
64 Way to go
65
66 Lingo
67 Holey cheese

include:

Round-trip luxurv. cruise with food. Accommodations
on lhe islan~ al your choice of ten resorts.
Free Y.l.P. porty package upgrade .

Appalachia Travel

1-800-867-5018

www.Bahamasun.com

We can help you!
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
407-970-5431

WANT TO BE A ROCKSTAR?
Is your band missing that one piece?
Think someone needs your skills? Get
your band's name out there. Call Rene
every Fri. 407-447-4555 #209. 10-5pm.
Piano Lesspns
Children, Adults & Seniors. All levels.
Play your favorite songs. $16 per class,
includes books. Waterford Lakes area.
Call Helen@ 407-380~1268
...Jlmbo's Tree Service•..
No job too small!
407-273-2419

CJIMflUS BfPS
WllNTED
Trauel Free & Be I/IP

Satellite Classes on East Side of Orlando
at the Elim Baptist Church, starting
January 11, 2005. Upon completion of
this eight month course you will receive a
Diploma of Practical Theology. For
information, please call (407) 894-7316
Discounted Academic & Collegiate
Software - Save 50-80%!
www.academic-collegiate.com
800-429-1686 Cool Ordering Website!

BAHAMAS

PARTY
CRUISE
1279!

www.SpringBreakTravel.com

1-800-618-6386

Includes Port, Hotel & Depar!li"1
Taxes, Tronsfers & Tips!
R!Kognized In 2002 For
Outs1onding Marketplace Ethics

•
I
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•l

After $10 Mail-In Rebate.
2-Year agm:iment required. See store for details
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ALTAMONTE:
APOPKA:
BAY HILL:
KISSIMMEE:
LAKE MARY:
OCOEE:

484 E Altamonte Dr• 407-262-4000
1637 N Rock Springs Rd • 407-889-5007
7543 Sand Lake Rd • 407-264-0336
1332 John Young Pkwy• 407-931-0300
4300 W Lake Mary Blvd • 407-829-2526
9679 W Colonial Dr• 407-295-5154

ORLANDO:

OVIEDO:
WATERFORD LAKES:
WINTER PARK:

4313 E Colonial Dr• 407-893-3000
4736 S .Kirkman Rd • 407-291 -9335
8251 S John Young Pkwy• 407-363~2898
8085 Red Bug Lake Rd • 407-359-3630
770 Alafaya Tr• 407-737-3738
415 N Orlando Ave • 407-622-2382

'

lim.ited-time offer. Other cond~·
·ons and restrictions apply. See contract and rate plan brochure for details. Up t o $36 activation fee applies. Phorw price and availability may vary by market. Requires l!-year service agreement for each line . ~arly termination fee: $240 prorated over e length of the service agreement. Independent agent'-lnay impose additional equipment-related charges. Allow ~ 12 weeks for rebate check or account credit. Must,!,lce customer for 30 consecutive days, ~t be postma rked by 12/31/04. Rollover inutes: Unused Anytime Minutes expire after the 12th"oilling period. Night and Weekend and Mobile to Mobile Minutes do not roll over. @2004 Cingular Wireless LL~
,· .
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Holiday movies: A Very Long.

Engagement, Kinsey, The Aviator
-PAGESS-7

Kris-Nichols: the
most rockin' nanny
- PAGE 2

.

-
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'

- The ear~y scoop on
next year's 24
- PAGE 10

Rolling Stone gets it

wrong. Again.
-PAGE 13
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The Social
welcomes·
local talent
Kris NicholS: hanny, ad
man, great guitar player
MARILYN MANNO
Staff Writer

' '

Sometimes when the music's not
being received, not that it's not
being received well, but no one's
paying attention, then you start having
self-doubt. But I think that that comes
with being an artist. There's always that
doubt: extreme hope, extreme confidence,
extreme doubt. It makes us .better," said
Kris Nichols as he smiled and twirled his
curly blond hair in between his fingers.
The Orlando-based singer-songwriter,
who will perform at 8 p.m. Monday at The
Social for $4, sipped his coffee at Panera
Bread while he spoke about giving up a
steady life for a string of jobs and long
nights spent with his guitar and journal
creating his CD Independent Release. ·
MM: So you have an advertising
degree from UCF. What did you do with
that?
Nichols: I worked at a research firm
for a while, and I don't know, it was just
sooo poring. I did a lot of computer stuff,
and the whole time that I was sitting there
I was thinking that I needed to be playing
music. I didn't feel that I belonged at all.
You know? I felt that it was killing me.
MM: How long ago was it that you
made the change?
Nichols: Hmm, it's probably... It's get-

COURTESY KRIS NICHOLS . .

It's Kris with a"K": Kris Nichols, here practicing guitar, will bring his smooth and sophisticated adult-c:ontemporary ballads to The Soda Ion Monday.

Nichols: Yeah, so that's kinda crazy,
ting on like four years I guess.
After I quit I took a break. It's weird, b~t its cool I love it. I live in a guest house
when you work so much you don't have for free, and then I help out with the kids.
time to spend your money, so you end up
making a lot. So then I took a few months
MM: That must be fun. You just kinda
off, and I just didn't do anything, and I goof-off with the kids all day. How old are
actually came to this Panera a lot in like... the kids?
my pajamas, and I was just reading and .
Nichols: There's a 7-year-old boy, and
writing, and you know... reflecting. ·
then 10-year-old girl, and a 16-year-old girl
I would · come here all the time. It's Yeah, it's totally fun. There's no changing
interesting to be doing this interview here. diapers. I have to make sure they don't
·burn the house down, but that's pretty
MM: Do you do anything else other much, you ~ow, . the extent of it.
than perform?
.
.
MM: They must love having you for a
Nichols: I do several things. I work at
Starbucks; that's one thing. f teach guitar . nanny? Are they always asking you to play
for them?
lessons, and I'm also a nanny. (laughs)
Nichols: Well·yeah, it's cool I think it's
MM: You're a nanny?
mutual (smiles) That one kid Marky, he's

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment ~lion of the Central Fk>rida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Rodda. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist only and not
necessarily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of tbe indie and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without pennission from the publisher.

EDITOR: 407-823-6397 x214 indie@UCFnews.com
SALES: 407-447-4555 x204 sales@UCFnews.com
FAX: 407-447-4556
.
Co-EDITORS: Brandon Hardin, John Thomason
STAFF WRITERS: Briar Aleksun, Joe Anderson, Brett Ryan
Bonowicz, Dana DeLapi, Elliabeth Fernandez, Geno Mehalik,
Sharon Pare, Emily Jane Scott, Christopher Schwarz,.Ricky
Surillo, Dianna Zisman
Copy EDITOR: Victoria Itiat
PRooucnoN: Ben Henderson, Jerrod Rockhill

elentral 'lodba "1tufe
3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
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7, he plays like bongo drums, and he hits
that thing and it's pretty cool. (laughs)
They love this one song, track four, called
"Lapse." Marky was obsessed with that
·song, and during the hurricane we had
this CD player that r3=J1 on batteries, and he
kept playing that song over and over and
over. I was like.ok, I'm glad you like it, but
I was getting so sick of hearing that song.

. MM: Every writer and reviewer seems
to mention that song. What's it about?
· Nichols: Oh, wow, I should've been
coming up with a really brilliant answer
for that while you were getting coffee. It's. ·
kind of about relationships, one in particular. It's basically about things not working out, and about how you're better off
sometimes when things don't.

Vol. V, No. 15,_ Holiqays 2004
With this final indie of the year,
Also, since we at the indie love
we pid adieu to 2004. Sayonara, year lists almost as much as we do comof suck.
·
plaining, we've pooled both passions
2004 may not have been the most together for a follow-up to Rolling
glowing year .in ~erican history Stone's much-discussed Top 500 .
and pop-culture (names like Bush, Songs of All Time, pointing out a
Hilton, Peterson, bin Laden and few classics they sadly.omitted.
Stewart come to mind), but you
Check out our holiday-flavored
know what is glowing? The great Life -section, with geek gift ideas, terbatch of holiday movie releases rible Christmas retreats and a deadwe've been·fortunate enough to see .ly Santa.
in advance and review for you.
...:_JOHN THOMASON
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HAPPENINGS
-·~CALENDAR

HIGHLIGHTS
. >

CAMPUS
It's winter break. Why the hell are you still on
campus? Get out!

Gaylord Palms Resort
6000 W. Osceola Parkw~y
407-586-0325

EVENTS

Swing into the Holidays

3rd Thursday at Thornton Park

Dec.16 to Jan.1, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., free-$5
Harry P. Leu Gardens
1920 N. Forest Ave.
407-246-2620

Dec. 16~ 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Thornton Park
407-650-8004

Dec.16, 7 p.rn. to 9·p.m., free
First Baptist ChurEh
725 N. Woodland Blvd.
Deland
386-744-0782

Dec. 17 to Dec. 24, 8 p.m.,
The Courtyard at Lake Lucer~e
211 N. Lucerne Circle East
407-263-6132 -

Dec. 16, 8 p.m., $6
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Dec.19,5 p.m.,$7
D.MAC
37 S.Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

Popcorn Flicks: Gremlins
Dec.16, 7 p.m., free
Winter Park's Central Park
Park Avenue

Holiday Triple Threaf
Dec.16 and Dec.18, various times, $10-$~0
Carr Performing_Arts Centre
401 W. Livingston St.
407-849-2020

Ice!

In Honor ofThieve·s, Conolrad,
Westshore {rock)

Kxnda, funkUs, Bluelegs, Toni
Brown, Tii~ Goldminers {rock)

Short Firm Slam

SHOWS

GWAR, Dying Fetus, All That
Remains {metal)

Hoobastank, Letter Kills, Three
Days Grace {rock)

·De(. 17, 7:30 p.m., $15-$35
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Dec.16, 7 p.m., $17.S0-$19.50
House of Blues
Downtow11 Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Swomee Swans, The Band of the
Name, for''The Afterlife"

• Dec.17, 6 p.m., $5-$7
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Dec.17, 11 p.m.,$5
Downtown Media Arts Center
37 S.Magnolia Ave.
407-992~ 1200

. Umoja {world)

Junkie Rush {acoustic)

Dec.17, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Dec. 17, 9:30 p.m., free
Dom's Pizza
·
5075 Edgewater Drive
407-298-8998

Sunny{pop)

The Evidents {rock)

Dec.17, lOp.m.,$5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

Dec.17, 10 p.m., $5
Waitiki '
26 Wall Street Plaza
407-849-0471

Dr. Otto ijazz)

Asphalt, Ltmatic Candy Kreep, ·
XsisterZ {metal)

Dec. 17, 6 p.m., free
Walt Disney Amphitheatre
Lake Eola Park
407-246-2827

.Grand Buffet, Whole Wheat
Bread, Astronautilus,.
bloom {various)

Dec.16 to Jan.2, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., $7.95$16.95

Dec. 17, 9 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz UCF
12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

New Mexican Disaster Squad,
StrikeForceDiablo,
New Bruises {punk)

Dec.16, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth ,
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

DiCkens by Candlelight

The Deland Laughter Society

Dec.16, 8 p.m., $8
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

CotSfeoS®
SALADS

1

.

•
. •
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• •
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roasted peppers, peperoo<ioi, red onions, Swiss cheese, '-.:::
. lettuce, and tomato, topped with balsamic vinaigrette.
SANTA FE - a soft chipotle tortilla with black bean
and corn salsa, sliced Southwest chicken, iceberg lettuce,
Colby/jack -cheese, and our stimulating jalapeno ranch ·
dressing.

~el"-

SUCH

For the sweet freaks among us, there are creamy
cheesecakes, mile-high layer cakes, and cold, creamy
treats made with Publix Premium ice cream.
Why pay six bucks for a bad burger and fries when
. you can go gourmet? Visit Crispers today,

ALAFAYA

·featuring our ?Wn c.hicken salad, fresh spring mix, pineapple,
mandarin oranges, sugar walnuts and honey lime dressing. .

tl~ JTALIANAN'T1IPASTO - we roll up ham.salami,

You can just eat, or you can eat well.
We recommend the second alternative.
Visit Crispers today and get the quick, delicious
alternative to fast food. Fuei ~our system with
garden-fresh gourmet salads, hearty stacked
sandwiches, and a selection of 12 soups, chowders,
and gumbos, prepared fresh every da)I.

\c~·

ttf.'I"' CHICKEN CAESAR - savory marinated chicken,
· romaine lettuce, grape tomatoes, crushed croutons,
Parmesan cheese, and our famous Caesar dressing.

. '

4

. ~
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i
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No bad burgers, no pitiful pizza. Just great gourmet
food, made fresh.
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HUNGRY BAD. FOOD GOOD.

REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

We're the new wr~p n:iasters in town ...with four
great new gourmet creations rofle~ up in flavorful
tortillas. Here's our new wrap hit parade!

.

AND

Lovable little Gizmo is back with all of
his nasty little friends to wreak havoc on the
peaceful little town of Winter Park tonight in
Gremlins. The film begins in Chinatown,
where a man purchases a small creature, the
Mogwai, for his son.There are three rules
that he is told he absolutely must follow, and
of course they are broken almost
immediately, unleashing a whole mess of
trouble and some grotesque little creatures.
While this movie does have its violent
moments, it is still quite a wonderful film. .
It will be shown at 7 p.m.at C~ntral
Park in Winter Park. As always with Popcorn
Flicks, it's free to the public. Call 407-6291088 for more information.

Dec.17, 9 p.m., $6
The Haven
6700 Aloma Ave.
407-673-2712
PLEASE SEE

"'~-.fl\ CITRUS CHICKEN SA.LAD - a Cr1spers orginal,

POPCORN MOVIES IN THE
PARK: GREMLINS

Blues Macaw {blues)

Dec.17, 9 p.m., $8
The Social ,
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The Cigar Store Indians
{Americana)

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK
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MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM ·

SEMORAN BLVD.

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFA¥ATRAIL·
. ORLANDO
ph (407) 482-4727

I

· Bring in the coupon and SAVE $2 on your favorite garden fresh flavor.
Try one, try them all. With savings like this. you can afford to!
I

I

To see all our menu selections, 1
click qn www.crispers.com. :
\ '

'

MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10;30AM - 10 PM
SUN. 11AM--8 PM

....
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"fine G/ass5moking Accessories"
FROM

i3

Motion Picture Massacre,
BBQ Bar Jason (rock)

•Shertocks/Bubblers

• Detox/Sc.ales
•Ceramics/Acrylics
• Hookahs/Water ' • Incense/Pipe
Pipes
Oeaner
• Hand Blown Glass • Body Jewelry

,543 s. Semoran Blvd, Winter Park· 4Q7-679-836S

Dec.17, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N.MillsAve.
407-228-0048

10% Discount with Student ID
Must be 18 to enter, ID re uired

The Thrusters (rock)
Dec.17, 10 p.m., free
Westin Grand Bohemian Hotel
325 S. Orange Ave.
407-313-9000

Ludd Fly, Shebang, Ask Me Later,Cori
Yarckin (rock)
Dec. 17, 9 p.m., fre!!-$5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Nonpoint, Bum Season, Dry Kill Logic,
Gargamel! (metal)
Dec.18, 7 p.m.,$15
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Still NaiVe, Sodalbum, Bum Season,
Red Halo (rock)
Dec. 18, 9 p.m., $6-$8
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

· funkUs, Bluelegs, Tom Constanten (rock)

$795
Yip Yip, Machine Drum, H8,
addj and ocdj (electronic)
Dec.18, 10p.m.,$4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

·

Loss for Words, Our Given Day, As They
Suffer, DancefloorTragedy, Radio Minor
(hard rock)
Dec. 18, 8 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Dec. 18, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Gargamel!, lndorphine,
Jabberwocky (metal)

Terri Binion and the Bible Belt Orphans,
John Gallagher and the Orange Blossom
Trails, Double First Cousins (Americana)

Dec.18
lOp.m.,$5
AKA Lounge, 68 E..Pine St.
407-839-3707

Dec.18, 10 p.m., $5
·Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

Butch Walker, American Hi-Fi,
Val Emmich (rock)

Wild Blue Yonder (blues)
Dec. 18, 9 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz UCF
12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

Jayla (acoustic)
Dec.18,4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m., free
Founder's Square at Avalon Park
13001 Founder's Square Drive
407-658-6565

Hindu Cowboys (Americana)
Dec.18, 11 p.m.,free
· Duke's
· 843 lee Road
407-645-4558

Matt Mackelcan (acoustic)
Dec. 18, 9 p.m., $3
Maui Jack's, 100 E. Pine St.
407-447-5225

Novarays (rock)
Dec. 18, 10 p.m., $5
Waitiki
26 Wall Street Plaza
407-849-0471

Dec.19, 8 p.m., $13-$15
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The New Lows, Megaphone (rock)
. Dec. 19, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Temporally, Doris Delay, Hawkeye (indie)
Dec.19, 9 p.m., $5 ·
Screamers
360 State lane
407-244-0299

The Studdogs (punk)
Dec. 19, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Kris Nichols, Jeremy Mix (rock)
Dec. 20, 8 p.m., $4

CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE:

CHOICE OF ONE:

The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Wonton Soup

Chicken i.ate Night

(stuffed with chicken and shrimp)

Stir-fried sliced chicken breast,
rice noodle, egg with light St.ry satu:e

Blues for Hire (blues)

Chicken Spring Roll

or

Dec. 20, 9 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz UCF
12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

01·

Spicy catfish Basil

o.r

Golden brown ca!fish ftlet with spicy
basil sauce, onion, and bell pepper

Small Mixed Salad

or

(topped with house vinaigrette dressing)

Fellsmere, The Culling Song,
Murderbook (rock)
Dec. 21, 5 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
·
1850 N. Mills Ave.'
407-898-5070

Soft Shell Crao with
Panang Curry

863 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford takes i'own Center

Goldeti brown Soft shell crab served
with Panang curry cream sauce

407-382-8201

Critic's Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURANT
'

- Scott Joseph . Orlando Sentinel
Foodie Award 2003

Suckerpunch, Ten New Toes, Playground
Heroes, lnsuffident Numbers, Gargamel!
(rock)
Dec. 22, 7 p.m., free-$5
House of Blues
. Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583
:.4.'

~....

and Race Book

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 4pm .. Bpm
No cover
. THURSDAYS
Karaoke
WEDNESDAYS
I
Open Mic NiUhl 3
wilh Ramez
,;,

Fire at Will, Ari Gardner, Crooked Edge (punk)
Dec.19, 5 p.m., $5-$7
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

SOUP OR
APPETIZER
& ENTREE

Friday Night

Take-out
10 p.m. - close

------$3cover------Saturday Night

FSU vs. UF football party
7 p.m. - close

----No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME

LOOKING ·FOR~JHIT ONE
OF AKIND Giff?
, WE HAVE VOUCHERS &
Giff CERTIFICllESI
111E JAi-Alli RETURNS
IN JANUARYI ·
College Students Always Free
': (With Valid I.D.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

1.2727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida
(1\t 408 & E. Colonial)

HWY 17·92 & 436 Call

14011 339·6221 www.ortandOlalalal.com
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DiCaprio
is not
DiCrapio
Young actor is marvelous in
Scorsese's best film in 15 years
BREtT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

H

award Hughes was one of the most captivating personalities ever to be committed to the history
_ books. A recluse, a womaniz.er and a genius, Hugh:..
es pushed the limits of the acceptable norm in both movies
and aviation, picking up where his father left off with his
COURTESY MIRAMAX
own equally innovative drill bit
Leonardo DICap~io stars as millionaire, womanizer, aviator and ~lmm~ker Howard Hughes in Martin Scorsese's masterful The Aviator.
Martin Scorsese's The Aviator captures a specific time iri.
Hughes' life. One where he was just coming into the movie rocker yet. He holds the reigns with _masterful control, Jude Law proves ~mce again that if you rent a camera from
business and hadil't developed many of his peculiar traits pulling ataut performance from DiCaprio and unbelievable Panavision you automatically receive two weeks' work
he developed in the later years of his life. Scorsese's film images from his director_of photography, Robert Richard- from Jude Law, as he effortlessly plays Errol Flynn in a coufocuses on a small span of time in Hughes' life (roughly 20 son. Scorsese has collaborated with both previously but has ple. of scenes. John C. Reilly, who had the opportunity to be
years) where big events occurred The film begins in year· pulled the best work from them here. Richardson in partic- a leading man this fall with Criminal, proves again·that as
one of production for Hughes' war epic Hell's Angels. He's ular is at the top ofhis form, experimenting with techniques the Wingman, he is gold. His -Noah Deitrich is Hughes'
a young callous man who solves his problems with money. that replicate a defunct two-strip-Technicolotprocess Qook attachment to reality and his errand boy, a delicate balance
.
The film's tagline proposes: Imagine a life without lim- for the blue peas).
- that Reilly makes transpru;ent
.
its. A better tagline might be: Imagine a life without moneAnd Dicaprio. He's actually put in a performance here,
The Aviator is the first Scorsese film since GoodFeUas
tary limits, because that's what's really inferred in that state- one of depth and quality. While he phoned in his appear- that rightfully can be called a ''perfect film." Everyone is
· ment Without the limit of money, Hughes was only limited ances in The·Beach and other such money-whoring jobs, running on high-octane perfoimance fuel From the writby himself and actually did find that he had limits that could DiCaprio shines as Hughes. In voice, in physicality, in char- ing, directing, acting cir!ematography, production design
not be wavered by his own cash flow. Late in the film, . acter, he is Howard Hughes. This is his best work since and I dare say even the studio execs are at the top of their
game here for le~ a film of this magnitude be produced
Hughes goes fnto seclusion,_and the audience witnesses the What~ Eating Gilbert Grope.
crisis inside of Hughes' head It's funny and crushing and
The supporting cast seems to be bred from a fine pedi- and released
real
.
gree, with Cate Blanchett stealing the show with an uncanIn a year that has included films.with gr~t things about
. After ~sing more than just the mark with Gangs of ny Katherine Hepburn. Gwen Stefam has received far too them, The Aviator is the first to simply be great
New York, Scorsese proves here that !le isn't quite off the ·· much pre~s for her two-minute cameo_as J~ Harlow, and Opens Christmas Day.
I
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MOVIES
FILM REVIEW

COMING TO DVD - DEC. 14

****•

A Dynamite
DVD release
Plus, good luck surviving

Surviving Christmas
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

~apoleon Dynamite

BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for Dec. 10-12
All dollar figures in millions
·RANK· FILM- WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE· WEEKS IN RELEASE· SCREENS

1. Ocean's Twelve- $39.2
$39.2 •One week· 3,290
2. Blade: Trinity- $16.1
$24.5 •One week• 2,912
3. National Treasure- $9.8
$124.1 •Four weeks· 3,203
4. The Polar Express- $9.6
$109.8 • Fiv~ weeks· 3,257
S. Christrna~ with the Kranks- $7.6
$54.8 ·Three weeks• 3,294
6. The lncre4ibles- $5.0
$232.6 • Six weeks • 2,656
7. The Spon~ebob Squarepants Movie- $4.4
$73.6 • Four1weeks • 3,307
8. Closer- ~3.7
$13.7 ·Two weeks· 622
9. Finding N~veitand- $1.7
$14.2 •Five weeks• 537
10.Alexand"-$15
$32.6 •lhr~ weeks· 2,125
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL ~ATERFORD LAKES
. 541 N. ALAErYA TRAIL,407-977-1107
Alexande (R)
12:40 4.l10 8:20

Blade: Trinity (R)
·

10:20a h:1012:301:20 3:104:004:307:00 7:30
8:109'.sb10:1010:5012:30a 12:50a

Christmas with the Kranks (PG)
10:10a h:S03:306:409:2012:10a

Ooser(R)
10:10a p:So 3:501:109:4012:1oa

Finding Nevertand (PG)
I

10:30a po 4:107:2010:20

Flight of the Phoenix (PG-13)
10:30a 1:104:207:3010:1012:40a

The lnaedibles (PG)
12:20 3:20 6:30 9:30

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of Unfortunate
Events(PG)
10:40a 12:001:30 2:50 4:30 7:20 8:109:5010:40
12:20a

National Treasure (PG)
12:00 3:006:5010:0010:3012:50a
PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i9
J,,..

COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX

Laura Linney, left, plays the student-turned-wife to Liam Neeson's Alfred Kinsey, right, in a film more controversial tha~ it should be.

Exciting biopic tackles
sexual conservativism
Kinsey an enlightening window into sexually naive '40s
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

0

h, that liberal Hollywood Apparently,
it's sinned once again, and once again
the sin is stark, caustic, prescient and
superbly done.
_
In what has to be the 76th film this year to
receive the often irrational ire of the religious
right, Kinsey is also probably the 76th biopic
in 2004. But rather than further proving Hollywood's lack of fresh ideas-hence the
returned trips to the biography well even
when it already has more than enough
water_.:_Kznsey's purposes are far broader
than telling the life story of its title character.
Like the year's other superlative biopic DeLovely, Kinsey dramatizes the life of a groundbreaking, sexually uninhibited genius with an
overly patient wife. But the film is far more
about the era than the person. Kznsey shows
us that the sexually naYve '40s were far darker than their wholesome, apple-pie depictions on television.
Liam Neeson plays Alfred Kinsey, the
rebellious offspring of a staunch Protestant
father (played with Oscar-worthy resolve by
John Lithgow), who, as a child, became fascinated with the scientific possibilities in
nature. An obsession with the individual dis, tinctions of a certain species of moths gradually leads to an obsession with the individual
distinctions in humans-and their sexual
idiosyncrasies. Sex soon becomes his life's

work
The supporting cast is solid, with _Lithgow's aching performance as Alfred Kinsey
Sr. the most staggering. In the film's most
uncomfortable moment, William Sadler
chillingly portrays a man who explains his
experiences in everything from pedophilia to
bestiality. Kudos to writer/director Bill Condon for leaving the scene in, despite or perhaps because of the scary notions it brings
with it; just when the perception of Kinsey's
research seems filtered through rose-colored
. glasses, Condon drops a bomb like this one.
As Kinsey's problems mount and he deteriorates under the pressure, the subject mat- ·
ter is treated more with wide-eyed fascination than propagandistic liberalism, but of
course, the ruffling of feathers is to be expected in any film seriously dealing with ideas
like premarital sex. While the enlightening of
a new generation of people to Kinsey's findings in sexuality research is certainly the religious right's beef with Condon's controversial film, protesting Condon is like shooting
the messenger. It is important to draw a distinction between content and form (Condon
is not Kinsey), and to look at the film not as a
left-wing advertisement from Kinsey's findings, but as a filmic representation of a man
and an era fueled by the troublesome polarization of religious suppression and the burgeoning possibilities of science, an opposition still relevant today.

Opens tomorrow at Regal Winter Park.

One of the most refreshing releases
this summer, straight out of one of those
states where nobody -lives, comes
Napoleon Dynamite. Making its release
just in time for last-minute shoppers,
Napoleon offers more than just a dynamite movie but what seems to be an
explosive DVD package. Special features
include commentary by director/cowriter
Jared Hess, producer Jeremy Coon and
actor Jon Heder (the actor who played
Napoleon). Peluca is an original short film
by Hess and includes optional commentary. The Wedding of the Century makingof featurette, deleted scenes and a stills
gallery finish off this three-course meal of
a disc.

Surviving Christmas
The journey to the $5.50 bin at WalMart just keeps getting shorter and shorter for Benjamin Geza Affleck This film,
which made its bow in theatres this October, has been put on one of the fastest
tracks in all of the history of DVD. On
December 21 you and yours will be able to
experience Surviving Christmas, a film on
par with Gigli on the scale of suckness.
One of the only things that's improved
since Gigli is Affleck's hair, and even that
is rumored to be fake. Included on this
DVD are both anamorphic widescreen
and fullscreen versions. Watch out for an
HBO First Look special, an alternate opening sequence, text/photo galleries and a
storyboard gallery. No audio commentary? The director didn't want to talk
about the aesthetic choices they went
through in getting Geza to throw a snowball directly at camera? .Lame.

The Simpsons: Season 5
Finally releasing more than one season
in a single calendar year, one of the better
surprises of 2004 comes in The Simpsons:
Season F_ive. Again showing that commentary on everything is a welcome supplement, the producers have included commentary on every episode, with such
participants as Matt Groening, Al Jean,
Hank Azaria, Jon Lovitz, Jeff Martin,
Conan O'Brien and Jim Reardon. In addition to this slew of audio assault, the producers have also included an animation
showcase, audio intro with Groening, Tree
House of Horror sketches, deleted scenes
and a lOOth episode featurette ..

•

•.

COURTESY WARNER INDEPENDENT PICTURES

_ Audrey Tautou, middle left, stars.here along with Chantal Neuwirth, DominJqueYinon Albert Duponte! and a batch of delicious red prop apples in AVery Long Engagement, Jean-Pierre Jeunet's dazzling and lovely World War 1 ext~avaganza.

Jean-PierreJeunetgets a new Tautou
· the audience takes:with her.
Jodie Foster puts in a very fine but distracting perfortnance as one of the many stops along Mathilde's journey to find Manech. While her accent is good and her
performance
plausible, her presence in the film is simply
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
distracting and catches one off guard. Where Tom Cruise
Staff Writer
plended into Magnolia like a man wearing camouflage in
Very Long Engagement is a beautiful story of love, Vietnam, Jodie Foster is wearing red at a black-tie event
.
the connecting power between two human called A Very Long Engagement.
The film tllins back and again on itself as to the fate of
beings that love provides, and the lengths that
love can push us to in our most desperate times. Mqking . Manech, as Mathilde .never loses hope on her odyssey.
a very different kind of Amelie, Director Jean-Pierre Some Jean-Pierre Jeunet regulars, such as Dominique
Jeunet and star Audrey Tautau collaborate again this J?inori, appear in the film, and somehow their appeartime, makhig a film with a rougher texture and a dirtier ances are ·actually less distracting then Ms. Foster's.
A Very Long Engagement's title opens itself up to
backdrop.
.
_
A Very Long Engagement begins with a very long intro-. would-be witty critics who might say that "A very Long
duction in_which many soldiers-are court-marshaled for Engagement is a very long movie." But the film flows at a
injuring themselves in an effort to not have to fight any breakneck pace, handled by Jennet's direction. The only
longer in the war. Though set against World ,W ar I, place in which the film falters is in its meanderings.
Jeunet's camera is as dazzling as ever.- His bizarre angles, -· Where Jennet's work has actually been strengthened in
juxtaposed against a war-set lo:ve. story, add schizo- the past by such meandering tangents, such as those in
phrenic excitement to the film. The ftlm's protagonist Amelie, the heart of the love story is sometimes lost If not
Mathilde-doesn't know if her fiance' .has lived or died in plotwise, it gets lost in emotion - a minor .detraction in
.the war and is on a quest to find out what has happened an otherwise magilificent opus. His view is epic in scope,
to him since the day he went missing. The film is a mys-· but the emotions are intimate and real, and this is the
tery and a lq_ve story with a sprinkle of war, reminiscent most emotionally satisfying film Jennet has made.
For anyone who's ever·felt love burn inside of them, A
of Stanley Kubrick's Paths of Glory. ·
Tautau is a marvef here and delivers a inore refined, Very Long Engagement is a film that might strike a match
distinctive performance·then her charmingly cute work and light a fire in their hearts, igniting a feeling ofloss and
in Amelie. Here she is a woman scorned and tom with her the shock of regret, knowing there are no limits to love.
Opens Wednesday at Enzian.
. heart dangling by a thread~ and it's a breathtaking journey

Amelie actor and star reunite for
powerful Very Long Engagement

·A

COURTESY WARNER INDEPENDENT PICTURES

Audrey Tautou is Mathilde, desperately trying to find out if her fiance lived or died
in the war. Either that, or Tautou is calling the Academy, desperately trying to find
out if she's getting that desired Best Actress nod.
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Please, don't
listen to us
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

R

George Clooney, Matt Damon and Brad Pitt are three of Ocean's Twelve's pretty faces in this thinly plotted vanity project for its ~stounding cast.

Ocean's Twelve: a.sequel
less than equal to Eleven
Ocean's Twelve right

into the tenacious Europol agent
Isabel Lehiri (Catherine Zeta-Jones), ·
who only intensifies the difficulty of
line
crop of
their goal.
·
No matter what you hear, this is
unnecessary sequels
not a heist film; instead it is the con
genre of film that derives from the
CAROLINA GROPPA
detective story, where the writer is
Staff Writer
trying to fool the viewer (and some
espected filmmaker Steven characters).
Soderbergh has "outdone"
In the con, some characters try to
himself with his latest film, the fool other characters and the writer
much expected disappointment of selectively covers and uncovers the
Ocean's 12. After each character's 60- narrative so the viewer is fooled as
second introduction, the first 15 min- well. There is no action in the film ·
utes of the poorly edited film rev~al until practically the end, and even
the incomprehensible plot, the non- then it lacks the excitement of the
existent pacing and the absence of original - easily replicated, but never
chemistry betw~en the characters.
duplicated. ·
Daniel Ocean (George Clooney)
The plot' consists of too many
returns after the Las Vegas heist and twists and turns and at times; even
gathers up his crew ofll for three sep- the characters seem confused. The
arate jobs in Europe to repay the film does deliver funny moments money, plus interest (a mere $190 mil- for example, a scene in which
lion), stolen from the revengeful Clooney and Pitt are intoxicated.
Terry Benedict (Andy Garcia). In Although the film is devoid of a good
addition to the complications within plot, it's fun to watch an assortment of
the world of thievery, the ~rew runs attractive Oscar-qualicy and -winning

in

R

with

actors just gliding by and having a
good time (while getting paid millions to do so). Zeta-Jones may be eye
candy, but you're better off watching a
T-Mobil commercial.
And of course, how coUid one forget the memorable moment of "acting" Julia Roberts displays, essentially
playing herself. During this cheesy
moment, a voice whispers into tl;ie
audience's ear, saying something to
the extent of: "Hi, I'm Julia Roberts,
and I make $20 mil per film. I normally play myself on screen; however,
this time I will literally be myself
while I get paid $20 mil to do it and
you get to hate yourself for watching.
Thanks for the $6.50 donation."
The most enticing part of the film
is watching Brad Pitt consume food
or drink in almost every scene (In
Ocean's 11, Pitt managed to accomplish consumption in basically every
scene as well). It's hard to understand
if the last sequence is part of the storyline or if it's footage from the wrap
party; in either case, it's safe to say
that we aren't really invited.

ecently I was walking through the canals of
my own mind and realized that critics' awards
give me a migraine. If you've ever tried to follow the critic's awards season, and I mean all of the
critics' awards, trying to remember exactly who won
best cinematography from the LA. Critics becomes a
pretty taxing task. And as I swallowed the last of my
extra-strength Excedrin I tried to remember why I
pai<;i attention to all of these critics' awards. Was it
because I enjoyed memorizing utterly useless trivia?
Was it because I wanted to see how many people
. liked what I liked? Was it because I was a critic
myself?
I sat on the toilet with my pants down and wandered in my mind for a long moment. ..it was because
I needed to be liked. I wanted to know who shared my
thoughts and opinions. But did it really matter if the
New York critics agreed with me or what the best picture of the year was?
I think this is a point in the year where it would be
good for everyone to remember the movies they
loved, not what the critics liked. Too many times I or
someone I love has been guilty of pawing off the critics' awards as if it gave the film in question some sort
of validity. It doesn't. It just shows that you're an idiot.
You· need someone else to tell you what you think.
That or you're so insecure with your opinion that you
need a bunch of washed-up cineastes to support your
already lame interpretation of a film you might not
even understand.
Look inside yourself, feel what you feel about a
film and then meditate on that. Recently I saw the
film The Aviator. When I exited the theatre, I just did
not want to talk about the film. I sat' in, the theater
until the end of the credits without uttering a single
word The film had moved me in a way that I did not
want to tear it apart immediately or see what everyone else thought of it. I wanted the film to wash over
me; I wanted to sit with the film and let it be mine for
a time. Some thought my actions were questionable,
as many of my colleagues like to rip into a film like a
. lion slaughtering a small animal in the wild, but I was
a vegan lion on that night. I knew that at that point in
time my opinion was the only one that mattered to
me and that when I spoke to my colleagues later in
the week about the film that it would not be for joyous conversational purposes in which we both feel
we're better human beings for agreeing with one
another about a film but instead to further the intellectually stimulating banter between jolly old friends.
So seriously, in conclusion, the next time you see a
movie and you think, "I wonder what my friend or
significant other thought about the movie?", don't ask
them. Just know what you thought about the movie.
Walk out of the theatre with your head high and
know that you've made a difference in the world
today because you didn't need to attach yourself to
someone else to boost your opinion of a movie,
which is exactly what all the critics are doing right as
we speak. Banding together at Wine and cheese par. ties talking about how great Sideways was and how
they failed to publish a novel when they were Paul
Giamatti's age.
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Nothing heroic about The Movie Hero .
Pretentious comedy is
the death knell for
self-reflexive cinema

his entire life his own personal movie, certifiable reality; none of the dialogue
talking to an imaginary audience, trying rings true. The eye candy/love interest
to woo his therapist (or his "love inter- for Blake (Dina Meyer of Saw) is a therest,") and fending off a mythical bad guy apist who acts nothing like a therapist,
(a laughable Peter Stormare).
displaying no psychiatric utility and
Writer/director/hack . Brad T. Got- breaking doctor-patient ethics from the
tfried attempts more than a few cheap get-go. Her cartoonish, pretentious
JOHN THOMASON
- laughs at the expense of this hackneyed fi_ance (Carlos Jacott, so charming in
indie Editor
conceit, as if he was the first guy to ever 1995's Kicking and Screaming but utterly
f there was ever a film this year pummel that fourth wall into oblivion. obnoxious here) goes way over the top
· more irritating and condescending Tliis is pretty much the nadir of self- with pointless contempt and stuffy elitto its audience than Napoleon reflexive cinema; not only does the idea ism as a contrast to Blake's free-spirited
Dynamite, it's The Movie Hero, a self- get old about five minutes into the film, abandon. The attraction between these
consciqusly cute, fourth-wall..:breaking Gottfried uses Sisto as his mouthpiece, two stock characters is inexplicable; the
Hollywood in-joke that wouldn't seem manipulating his premise· to make soon-to-be married couple has less
fresh 25 years ago. This is the kind of preachy, didactic statements about cine- chemistry than Ben and Jen and Gigli,
fresh-out-of-film-school · crap that matic cliches so devoid of illsight it's . partly because they're both awful actors:
should never get past the world's embarrassing.
Speaking of bad acting, Stormare hits
podunk film festivals.
While it's clear Sisto's Blake charac- a career low as the villain. After about
Jeremy Sisto, of TV's Six Feet Under ter is deranged - but in that sweet and five minutes, you'll wish he was on the.
fame, plays a delusional movie geek, lovable way, of course - the film's "real other end of that wood chipper ill Fargo.
overacting his way through the film as a world" scenarios come off so phony and
Perhaps the cliched characters are a
wannabe Hollywood icon who imagines scripted that it's hard to distinguish any part of Gottfried's "point" about Holly-

I

wood convention, but The Movie Hero is
not ballsy enough to break those conventions. It still embraces soulless commercial stereotypes, no matter how
firmly its tongue is lodged in its cheek.
This is a film so in love with its own preciousness that the smarmy parody falls
into its own cliches. With its unnecessary slanted angles and jump cuts (yay
for film school!), the direction is -certainly amateurish, only this time the
actors can stare at the camera on purpose.
. Any educated moviegoer has been
made well aware of HollyWood conventions long before The Movie Hero's
pseudo-intellectual monologues, and if
you aren't then you're probably not
reading this review - this film is qp
insult to cinephiles. We get it, Gottlriecf
... you know Hollywood formula. So do
we. Now shut up already.
Opens tomorrow at D.MAC.

MOVIE TIMES
FROM

i6

The Machinist (R)
11:55a2:20 4:50 7:20 9:5512:25a

-Ocean's Twelve (PG-13)
10:20a 10:40a 12:0012:401:101:30 3:00
3:30 4:20 5:00 6:50 7:10 7:40 8:00 9:40
10:0010:3010:50 12:30a 12:50a

The Polar Express (G)
12:10a 2:40 5:107:5010:30

Spanglish (PG-13)
10:00a12:301:00 3:404:00 7:008:00
9:5010:4012:40a

The SpongeBob SquarePants
Movie(PG)
10:00a 12:20 2:50 5:10 7:40

REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N. ORlANDO AVE., 40Hi28--0163

Blade: Trinity (R)
10:40a 12:001:252:404:205:207:15
8:0010:0510:45

Christmas with the Kranks (PG)
10:50a 1:15 3:45 6:40 9:1511:45

aoser(R)
12:20 2:50 5:25 7:5510:40

Enduring Love (R)
10:45a 1:10 3:35 5:55 8:1510:35

Finding Neveliand (PG)
11:50a 2:30 5:00 7:3510:10

Flight of the Phoenix (PG-13)
10:20a 1:204:15 7:109:4512:35a

The lnaedibles (PG)
10:05a 12:55 3:55 6:50 9:3512:30a

Kinsey(R)
10:35a 1:35 4:357:4010:25

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of
Unfortunate Events (PG)

National Treasure (PG)
10:00a 12:50 3:40 6:40 9:30 12:35a
Ocean~ Twelve (PG-13)

10:10a 12:0512:351:OS3:00 3:30 4:10
6:30 6:55 7:25 7:50 9:209:5010:1510:45
12:15a

The Polar Express (G)
11:10a 12:001:452:554:055:106:45
8:059:1010:2011:30

Spanglish (PG-13)
: 10:00a 1:001:304:004:30 7:007:30
10:0010:30

The Spongebob Squarepants
Movie(PG)
10:15a 12:30 2:45 5:05

REGAL OVIEDO MARKETPLACE
1500 OVIEDO MARKETPlACE BLVD.,407977-1107

Blade: Trinity (R)
12:301:10 3:20 4:10 7:107:4010:00
10:3012:40a

Christmas with the Kranks (PG)
10:30a 11:30a 1:002:003:304:307:10
7:409:5010:20

Ooser(R)
11:50a 2:30 5:107:5010:40

Finding Neveliand (PG)
10:20a 1:204:10 6:509:4012:20a

Flight of the Phoenix (PG-13)
10:30a 1:404:407:3010:30

The lnaedibles (PG)
10:50a 12:30 2:10 3:30 5:108:1012:10a

Lemony Snicket's ASeries of
Unfortunate Events (PG)
10:00a 11:00a 12:501:503:404:407:00
• 7:309:5010:2012:30a

National Treasure (PG)
12:10 3:106:307;009:3010:0012:30a

Ocean's Twelve·(PG-13)
1O:OOa 11 :OOa 12:00 12:20 1:00 1:30 2:00
3:00 3:20 4:00 4:20 5:00 6:40 7:00 ~
7:40 8:00 9:309:5010:1010:3011:30
12:20a

The Polar Express (G)
11:10a 12:101:302:404:005:107:20
7:509:4010:1012:10a

Spanglish (PG-13)
10:10a 12:20 1:203:30 4:30 6:40 7~40
9:4010:4012:40a

The SpongeBob SquarePants
Movie(PG)
12:40 3:00 5:208:0010:20

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 5. ORlANDO AVE., 407-629-1088

End of the Centui'y: The Story of-47
the Ramones (NR)
9:45

Sideways (R)
3:456:45

D.MAC
39 S.MAGNOLIA AVE.,407-992-1200

The Movie Hero (NR)
Friday: 3:00 5:30 7:30 9:30
Saturday: 3:00 5:30 7:30 9:30
Sunday: 3:00 7:00
All listed times arP for the weekend and subject to
change.

11:00a 1:40 4:25 7:059:4012:20a
~~

On Jan. 3, the hottest day-long
primetime drama is back ...

turns
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

~ 24 SEASON FOUR
~ON FOX
_Genre: Action /drama
Premiers: Jan. 3

J

ack Bauer iS about to
have his fourth bad
.
day. 24, the show that
unfolds in real time, kicks
off its fourth season with
Bauer away from CTU, the
counter terrorism unit of
which he was the field ops
·coordinator. Jack's in love. But in
.this new season it's the least of his problems.
Almost all of the c:;tSt from the previous
three seasons, including The Girl Next
Door's Elisha Cuthburt, have been removed
as series regulars and CTU has been completely reassembled with a new head of field
ops and a new division head Also new this
season is the president. David Palmer, masterfully played by Dennis Haysbert the previou.S three seasons, has been replaced by ...
an old white guy.
One of the few cast members to return is
Mary Lynn Rajskub. The writers have developed her character into something sensa:tional. To think she was the lowly, annoying
worker at CTU last year is still something to
behold, as now she is a ·confide:vt worker
with a finn head on her shoulders.
Bauer, played by Kiefer Sutherland (who
is always strong on the show) has had an

amazing character arc in that his growth is
only shown in spans of one day. Everything
that Jack has gone through in the 18 months
since season three wears on his face. He's a
different man than the one the audience was
introduced to four years ago~ and it's great
· acting and taut writing that brings that to life.
To bring Jack around from his wife's death to
a herom addiction and now to a believable
love affair is complex and arresting.
In its fourth season, more than in its previous seasons, 24 is spinning real world news
· into the show. While it has done this to great
effect in the past, this season's first three
hours avoid falling into the melodramatic
trap that plagued the show throughout most
of its third season. The Internet, terrorism
and Michael Moore are all referred to in the
show's first hour. The finest line in the first
three episodes: "Spare me your sixth-grade
Michael Moore logic."
The first three episodes· pack a strong
punch, with more happening in the first two
episodes than iµ the first seven of last ye;rr.
One of the greatest things about 24 is its ability to surprise the audience and keep them
dangling in-suspense. Plot description is best
kept- to a minimum referring to the show,
but the fourth season does involve a kidnapping, a train wreck, a woman in a bra
and Jack shooting someone while in protective custody. The new season promises to
keep audiences captivated and to possibly return, to something just as engaging as its
first season.
·
But then again, who could forget · last
year's first eight hours. =!'hey were sadly
quite laughable. 24 premieres Jan. 3, 2005
with a two-hour season premiere on Fox.

A ·gratifying geek

~·

gift guide for X-~
Gift suggestions for
that special geek on
your X-mas list
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

W

COURTESY HRH

Be the only kid on your block to spend your holiday at the still-pretty-creepy Tower of London, among nine other, uh ... 'unique' destinations.

10 lousy holiday

destinations

Enjoy these not-so-classic winter getaways and be indie doing it ·
DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

N

ew York City's Rockefeller Center Tree is a
classic holiday destination this time of year, .
but what about less traditional Christmas
alternatives? Where are students to go to when they
want tQ get away from the standard holiday bustle?
The indie, once again, has the answer, with this list
oflO Alternative Christmas Attractions. We leave it
up to the individual reader to decide if that makes
them the 10 Best or the 10 Worst: all we know for
sure is that they're certainly the most indie.
10) Lemon Grove, California - It's home to the
World's Largest Lemon. Nothing more needs to be

said
9) Madame Tussaud's Wax Museum - Spend
Christmas with Brad Pitt, Michael Caine anq the
Queen Mother! Being surrounded by unblinking
likenesses of famous people can be a bit unnerving,
but that's the price to stand so close to greatness. Or
molded wax. Just don't get too close with that candle; Tussaud's people take that stuff seriously.
8) Antarctica - It may be the wrong pole, but
who says that a frigid, mostly-barren continent-can't
show people a good time for the holidays, eh?
7) Tombstone, Arizona - Sure, there's the everpresent threat of a deadly shootout erupting, but
hasn't Santa had it too easy for too long? Go ahead
and bring a little excitement to his life by forcing
him to deliver presents to the Town Too Tough to
Die.
6) The Tower of London - For years, this
ancient fortress was used as a holding cell for some
of England's most feared and illustrious prisoners.
It's now a tourist trap [insert joke here on the lack
of a difference between the two] that hasn't quite

been able to shed its reputation of pain and torment. Take the family here for the New Year,. ·
because nothing says "Merry Christmas!" quite like
a vague threat of a beheading.
No, not that field of
com in Ohio, that one. No, no. Go left. Further left.
Way left. Look, it's the cornfield sporting over a
hundred ears of people-sized corn. Christmas will
never be the same once you see 109 large ears of
com decorated with lights and tinsel (disclaimer:
the indie doesn't know if they actually decorate
their com with lights and tinsel, but wouldn't it be
awesome if they did?).
5) Field of Corn, Ohio -

4) World's Largest Ball of Twine, Kansas- Look
upon that ball of twine and know that, while life in
Orlando may not be the most interesting or exotic,
there are people out there who have spent their
time creating a big...twineball. Wow.

3) Alcatraz - Imagine, for a second, the possibilities that can occur when Mr. Claus lands on an
island with the reputation of being inescapable.
Been waiting months for Halo 2? Or '90s Trivial
Pursuit? One of those creepy robot floor cleaners?
The Return ofthe Ki.ng, Extended Edition? Now that
he's trapped in an 8xll cell with all of his reindeer
pals, Santa's going to be a hell of a lot more willing
to negotiate a person's status on his "nice" list. Vive
Wcatraz!
/.

2) Club Paris, Orlando - Deck the hall& with a
scorching case of the Syph, fa la la la la, la la la la!
1) ll2 Ocean Avenue, Amityville - Legend has it

that this abode was home to a fearsome spirit that
terrorized one unfortunate family. Obviously, then,
there's no better place for wacky Christmas hijinks!
Is that Santa who's coming down the chimney? Or
ghoulish minions from hell, determined to eat your
children? Only one way to find out...

ith only a week left
before Jesus' birthday,
you might have left
that special someone off your
Christmas list because you
couldn't find the right gift for
them, or maybe you're just a lazy
Jew who can't keep up with the
ever-shifting Hanukkah schedule. Have no fear, the indie is here.
For the geek whose favorite
words in the dictionary are
"barely" and "legal": Lindsay
Lohan's Speak.·
That penultimate question
"real or fake" will take new
meaning when you use it to refer
to Lohan's voice on this CD.
For the geek who burns
money at night: The Ultimate

Matrix Collection.
You have to imagine that
Christopher Walken was wandering ~ound the studio manically shouting "more useless
footage," and so they delivered.
More than 10 hours of it. If you
know someone who was able to
get through these awful twohour movies, I'm sure they'd love
to sit through all the extra features.
For the geek who wishes to be
blind: One Night in Chyna.
Ugly whore Joanie Laurer, former WWF Intercontinental
Champion and soon to be The
Surreal Life housemate, has followed the premiere ultimate
whore Paris Hilton by releasing

her own sex tape, in which she
bangs no other than ex-wrestler
Sean Waltman (X-Pac). After
watching this, you'll see why they
used to call Waltman the 1-~
Kid.Zing!
For the geek who hasn't read a
book since Spot Gets Neutered:
Fight Club, the video.game.
If any movie besides The Spitfire Grill or Marty needed a video
game, it's this. Apparently a game
designer just saw the title and
decided to make a game and a
fortune out of it.
For the geek who wants to
kick God in the stomach and
worship the sun: George Carlin's

When Will Jesus Bring the Pork
Chops?
Mr. Conductor is back and all
fired up. The worse the country
gets, the funnier Carlin is. Get the
book that was too filthy for WalMart.
For the geek who has lots of
Vaseline: She-Hulk: Single Green

Female.
It's. She-Hulk in her .. new
series. Seven-foot green lawyers
who tussle with B-level super vi,1lains are where it's it. You'd like
her when she's angry.
For the geek who doesn't like
his own life: The Sims:,Urbz.
· Don't have a social life? M~
one up in tllis game that gives virtual reality a new meaning. Don't
be surprised if you still get
jumped like in real life. It was
meant to be.
For the geek stuck in the 60s:
The Beatles Saturday Morning
Cartoon Toys.
McFarlane Toys' latest crop of
inaction figures gives you the Fab
Four, as they appeared on those
poorly animated shows of yesteryear. These things are about as
poseable as John and George are.

THE BARBER ZONE
FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

M-R 10-6 1 ·FRI 9-5:30
SAT 9-4:30 SUN Closed

407-681-671 s
10038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO
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Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Dec. 5-11

·""'

~

Our-Rolling Stone rebuttals

1. Ludacris Red Light District
· 2. Gwen Stefani'
Love, Angel, Music, Baby

3.T.I.
Urllan Legend
4.Nas
Streefs Discipline
5.Jay-1/Linkin ·Park

Collision Course
6.Eminem
Encore
7.Cam'ron
Purple Haze
8.Green Day
American Idiot

9.U2
How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb
10.Mario
Turning Point
11.LilJon
Crunk Juice
12.Mae
Destination: .B-Sides
13. Number One Fan
Compromises
14.Tedleo

Shake the Sheets
15. Rise Against

Siren Song of the Counter-Culture
16. Lindsay Lohan
Speak
· 17. Fantasia

Free Yourself

18. Radiohead
The Most Gigantic Lying Mouth of All
Time
·
19. Snoop Dogg

R&G: The Masterpiece

l11 Iron &Wine
'. · Passing Afternoon

·21. Destiny's Child
- Destiny Fulfilled

22. Handsome Boy Modeling School
White People
23. Senses Fail
Let it Unfold You

24. Holly Williams
The Ones We Never Knew
25. Camper Van Beethoven
New Roman Times -

The always great Sonic Youth was one of the many bands that got shafted royally in Rolling Stone's overly safe and blatantly obvious countdown.

Rolling Stone's Top 500
Songs list.contained
inuch to be desired

.
S

Billy Bragg,'A New England'-

· Green Day,'Basket Case'

The first punk band to sell more than. a
Punk me~ts folk, two genres Rolling Stone
almost entirely disinissed. He's not looking million records, Green Day brought punk
for . a new England, he's _just looking for out of the underground and into mainstream
another girl. Working class anthem~ for . starting with this song. everybody!
·

Green Day,1ime of Your Life'

ure, Rolling Stone purports to be a lib- Jeff Buckley, 'Grace'
_
eral publicatiori, but you couldn't tell it
Despite Buckley's tragic death in 1997, his
by.its recent list of the Top 500 Songs voice, music, -and lyrics can still touch peoof All Time (See it at www.rollingstone ple's souls. "Grace" is a perfect example of
.com), which is as conservative and safe as it, amazing musicifil}Ship.
gets. We felt they ignored plenty of important music and songs....:... do we really need 23 Buzzcocks~ ~Orgasm Addict'
Beatles songs but nothing from.Sonic Youth?
Any track on Singles Going Steady would
Seeking to rectify the magazine's crucial work - or any 'Cocks on the list for that
omissions, we offer up these suggestions.
matter - but this mast~rpiece marries punk
ethos with _sex-crazed horniness.

Seeing that this song is now completely
synonymous With graduations and Seinfeld,
it wa5 both a successful. stylistic deviation for
a great punk band and a wildly popular hit.

Tori Amos,'Sileilt All These Vears'

Don Mclean, 'American Pie'

Tori may have ushered in a new generation of brutally honest female songwriters,
but none wer~ as good. This song is_an
anthem for women finding themselves.

Nick Cave,'Do You Love Me?'
Ouch. Nothing by -The Birthday Party or
Nick's solo career. This is harrowing,
morose stuff while still being catchy and
accessible.

Beat Happening, 'Indian Summer'

Billy Joel,'New York State of Mind'

.

Maybe the forward-thinking folks at
Rolling Stone don't wish to cons~tently bring
up Sept. 11, but that's no reason to deny the
greatest tribute to a city ever written
Wow, Rolling Stone. This omission is ju5t
embarrassing. This is a touChstone. of patriotic folk music, though it birthed a ttifecta of
crappy teen flicks.

The Monkees,'Daydream Believer'

It's easy for Rolling Stone to not acknowledge this way-under-the-radar minimalist
masterpiece. But twee-pop was.ignored in
the countdown completely, and this song is a
cult classic in the genre.

John Dehver,'Leavin' on aJet Plane'

Black Flag,'Rise Above'

Missy Elliot, 'Work It'

· Go ahead, call him cheesy and a country
folkie. But you can't deny this, possibly the
best rock aubade. in history.. How many
bands have covered it?

Screw '~chy in the UK." Singing about
Okay, so Rolling Stone's list · incluqed
anarchy when you're on Vrrgin Records is · enough hip-hop to appear balanced. But to
one thing, but belting out this rebelliou5 clas- ignore one of the·most iruiovative and sucsic on little-known SST is the truer spirit of cessful rappers of her time? We think not. ·
punk rod<.

· Sure, they technically weren't a band in
the beginning, but they were supposed to be
the next Beatles and actually had some
catchy stuff.

·My Bloody Valentine,'Only·~hallow'
Rollipg Stone totally ignored the shoegaze
movement. This first track on MBV's masterful ioveless encapsulates basically·every-.
thing you need to know about it.
PLEASE SEE
'
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XTC ON i13
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XTC, Waits got shafted too
FROM

i12

Phil Ochs,'Outside of aSmall Grcle of Friends'

COURTESY LAVA RECORDS

.Just a Simple interview
Canada'~

Simple Plan
break sophomore slump
BRANDON BIELICH
Staff Writer

S

imple Plan would like to welcome
you to their life. It may not be so far
from your own. They face the same
tough times and tough decisions we face
every day. Perhaps we ·can all use some
commiseration Well, this Canadian quin- tet has a plan - a quite simple one.
Armed with an attitude, platinum-sell:..
ing Simple Plan continues to make its
mark oli all parts of the globe ,by earning
'¥ost Streamed'' titles for their songs and
earning top spots on countdowns and
charts.
' .

wrote the first record Things ~ea little bit We still w~ted people to know that
we're abot.~t having fun ·~· it's a little bit
[about] still not getting ·any respect, IJ.Ot
getting any good reviews. But at the end of
the day, you know what, who cares. If the
fans are coming out to the shows and having a great time, then that's all that matters
... and [we're] still not getting any ass!

BB: After achievii1g so much (content
and success-wise) with No Pads..., what
were you looking to atjlleve with this neyv
record?
Stinco: First thing, we just wanted the
songs to be better; we were hoping to write
better songs. We also didn't want to limit
ourselves as much as we did with the first
record Our first record, we were so careful not to-offend people or not to do things
that would make p·e ople get the wrong
BB: Simple Plan is scheduled to tour impression about the band On this one, it
with punk rock icons Green Day this was like no-holds-barred, let's do anything.
March. Growing up listening to Green Day, We'll do guitar solos, strings on one song,
did you ever think you would be touring _ a piano song ... loops on some songs; it didn't matter. It was just about "Can we make
with them one day?
Jeff Stinco, guitarist: We did a tour the best record possible?'' We made sur_e it
with them [the Pop Disaster Tour]. We sounded tougher. rm re3lly stoked about
played just a few dates, and we were·play- the product; I think it's great
ing the parking lots. We were always big
BB: Simple Plan has had a lot of sucfans, and it's a big honor to have a band like
Green Day a~y say, "You know what, ce5s. You already have a platinum-selling
this band is good enough, and we're actu- album. You won the 2003 and 2004 Muchally gonna bring them on tour with us." rm Music People's Choice Award And a spereally, really excited about this tour; I think cial acoustic version of ''Welc_ome to My
it's gonna be great for us. We're gonna have. Life" for Sessions@AOL was deemed the
most-streamed song for more than four ·
a great time.
weeks. What can you say about the enorBB: You are known for such provoca- mous support from all the fans around the
tive CD titles like No Pads, No Helmets ... world?
Stinco: The thing I could ~ay is that
Just Balls. Can the new CD Still Not Getting ·
Any ... simply stand for, perhaps "respect" we've got the best fans in the world; they're
or something that isn't necessarily dirty? the most loyal. With this record, I think
we've gotten our proo£ It's beyond expecOr is it exactly how it seems(
Stinco: [Laughs] It is whatever you tations; our fans_are coming back to our
want it to be. You know what it is? It's a · shows, they're buying the new record Out
more mature record for l.,lS, it's a little deep- . fans are the best ... our fans are honest with
what we do, "What you see is what you
~r. We didn't want people to think that we
started taking ourselves ·too seriously. ·get." Our fans respect that, we respect
We're not a f****** progressive band,that , them. We're the luckiest band alive.
reads Shakespeare before going to bed.
Catch Simple Plan on Dick Clark's. New
We're a fun band; we like to have a good
time. Yet this record is a little more geared Year's Rockin' Eve specia~ New Year~ Eve .
... towards what's going on in our lives right onABC. Still Not Getting Any... is available
now. We're 25 now; we were 19 when we · everywhere on Lava Reco~

Elliott Smith,'Needle in the Hay'
Everyone loves dead rockstars, but
even this fact couldn't get Elliott on the
list. This song . will haunt you forever, ·
even after your number's up.

Legendary leftist folksinger Ochs has
always been in Dylan's shadow, so it's no
surprise he was omitted here. "Outside" is
as dark and hilarious a satire as you'll hear. . Sonic Youth, 'Teen Age Riot'.
This is one of those "duh" choices that
needs no justification. Nirvana makes it
P~xies, 'Gigantic'
.
. They pick one Pixies song and it's but Sonic Youth doesn't? Give us a .b reak.
"Monkey Gone to Heaven?" Sheesh. The
soft-to-loud dynamics in "Gigantic" Stone Roses,'I Wanna Be Adored'
NME called the self-titled Stone Roses
opened up a new world for later '90s alteralbum the best record ever made. Maybe
native bands.
there's a reason for it, hmm? This opening
track is perhaps the ultimate '80s statePogues,'Fairytale of New York'
You can't summarize all of Irish rock ment of angst and loneliness.
with an.assload of U2. This is perhaps the
hippest Christmas carol ever written, Violent Femmes; 'Blister in the Sun~
Everyone who went to college in the
straight from Shane McGowan's heart.
mid-'90s and made a mixtape for anyone
John Prine,'Sam Stone' ·
else is cursing Rolling Stone for leaving
Okay, now t'm starting to think that out this college-rock staple.
most singer/songwriters ·a nd folk tunes just
weren't up for consideration Prine's touch- Tom Wait5, 'Martha'
Rolling Stone's most "inexcusable omising anti-war laments shine brightest_here.
sion, you'd think critical darling Waifk
would get ·the · respect he . deserves.
Red Hot Chili Peppers,'Under the Bridge'
This operatic opus is known to the "Martha" is probably his most tender and
MTV generation as one of the greatest bal- bittersweet ballad
lads of all times, up with "Bohemian Rhapt Ain't So'
sody''. It deserves a place near Qµeen on Weezer, 'Say l_
It wasn't as big as Buddy Holly1 but the
the list
guitar -riff in the beginning is enough to
R.E.M., 'It's the End of the World as We Know It' qualify it as a great song. Plus, how can
It may not be as meaningful' as some of you not sing along?
their other songs, but it is still one of the
hardest songs to sing along to, even when XTC, 'Making Plans for Nigel'
No one can deny this is one of the
.the·lyrics are provided through karaoke.
greatest riffs ever. Very much of a time
and place, it screams '80s (1979 actually,
The Replacements, 'Unsatisfied'
Dudes, this song is so much better than but who's coiinting) while not succumb"Satisfaction." While the Stones were· too ing to commercial new-wave sensi~
busy being cool, The Replacements were ties.
busy suffering from real alienation

Warren Zevon, 'Werewolves of Lqndon'
The Smashing Pumpkins, '1979'
One of the greatest, catchiest, .most
pleasantly nostalgic pop.songs ever written. For shame, Rolling Stone, for not
including Billy. Corgan anywhere on your
list!
.
.

See Elliott Smith. Aiid this should be
praised for being a song about werewolves that's actually not a novelty Halloween song. That takes talent.
' ·

- JOHN THOMASON, EMIL't'. JANE SCOTT, RICKY SURILLO

RAMBLINGS

NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE

What's yer
Damage?we all knew Damage
Plan sucked, but geez.
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

S

Once upon a robotic time •••
Fairy tails reveal

·-how life goes fu
an unfair world
DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

-

0

Once upon a time ... I
thought Police Academy 3: Back in Training

was the best movie ever. It's a
great movie, obviously, but cer-

tainly no Citizens on Patrol.
Once upon a time ... Swfer
Rosa was my least favorite Pixies album.
Once upon a time ... I.
thought that any song by Led
Zeppelin was better than any
song by any other band ever. I
now realize that this is not
strictly true.
Once upon a time ... I
believed that there were millions of kids bleeding to death
from improper slap-b;racelet

use, and I kept my own safely still fun! Try it sometime, and
hidden in a box under my bed you'll see! Antiquis tempoOnce upon a time ... the ribus, nati tibi similes in
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles rupibus
ventosissimis
were the coolest amphibians exponebantur ad necem!
ever. Cowabunga, pass me the
Once upon a time ... I
· refused to eat cheeseburgers
pizza.
Once upon ·. a time ... I and ate only hamburgers.
thought that random outbursts
Once upon a time ... I knew
of Latin were the coolest. Nihil all the cheat codes to Mortal
curo de ista tua stulta supersti- Kombat.
tione.
Once upon a time ... SaturOnce upon a time ... Okay,
PL~E SEE YOU ON i15
so that last one still applies. It's
1

THE GEEK LIFE

Loathing of Christmas? It's_present
There are numerous things to hate about this holiday season
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

I

hate Christmas! Bah, Humbug! I am the original Ebeneezer Scrooge, or ·at the
very least his biggest fan.
Growing up, it·was always
my least fav9rite time of the
year. As soon as I hear those
damn Christmas jingles I start
to cringe inside. It seems that as
soon as Thanksgiving is over, a
filadness, a sick frenzy, starts

crowding into the minds of the
general populace. The holiday
has·lost most of its religious significance, instead becoming a .
feeding frenzy of regifting and
bright, colored lights. Of course,
I'm no Christian, so the religious aspect is of little signifi-_
cance to me anyway. So what is
left to celebrate?
My negative feelings toward
Christmas probably relate to
my terrible childhood memories of the dreaded holiday.

Santa let ine down every year, it
seemed. I spent most of my
Christmas pasts with a family
from my tiny, insane Pentecostal church, watching their
kids pile on the presents, while
my brother and I normally got
next to nothing. There was that
one miraculotis year that we got
the Super Nintendo that
changed my life, but that was
one year out of dozens. When I
came back from Christmas
break, back to being a lonely lit-

tle nerdlinger with no friends
and nothing but my books to
make the days bearable, I got to
hear, or overhear, I should say,
from a distance, all about the
great holiday the other kids had
It ~asn't even the presents,
really. My mother, brother and I
were pretty much estranged
from the rest of our relations, so
all of our holidays were spent
displaced We would be forced
PLEASE SEE

DON1 ON i15

o ends my first year as a columnist
for the paper you hold in your
hands. I had planned on going out
on a positive note, but as I've learned
writing this, things don't always go the
way I plan them. And most of the time it
turns out for the best. After all, journalists
(even the most opinionated of us) have to
learn to work on the fly. I set out to do a
holiday mix tape, a gift of music to give to
you. Alas, much like Kevin Smith on a Spider-Man book, I never got to wrap it up.
That's because of the shocking news that
Pantera guitarist Darrel Abbot, more
famously known as Dimebag Darrel, died.
First it was Old Dirty Bastard and now
this. Except this is a lot uglier. Dimebag
was killed on stage during a show with his
other band Damage Plan. Shot in the
head. By a fan.
Three others were killed too, as well as
the douche who started firing in the first
place. Can't say I feel too bad about that.
While this is a tragedy, at least Dimebag
died·doing what he loved. Not writhing in
pain in a pool of his blood, you deranged
bastards! I meant playing music. I can
only hope to die doing what I love, but
that just means I'll have a massive stroke
after writing a knee-slapping joke about
Rosie O'Donnell that compares her eating
habits with those of Alf. Although I never
did Jisten to Pantera much, since they
sounded like a spork caught in a garbage
disposal, the whole incident got me thinking (and we all know by now how dangerous that is). You see, the schmuck who killed
Dimebag and the others was a .fan. So was
the fat douche who gunned down Selena.
So was the prick who killed John Lennon
(You s_h ould have aimed for Yoko!). So
.was the guy who killed Kurt Cobain. Oh
wait, he. just listened to too much of his
own musk. Nevermind
What the hell is with these people who
feel the need to kill the people they adore?
Apparently, and this is really just speculation, the gunman was disgruntled
because he believed that Dimebag was .
the reason Pantera broke up. Come on, is
that a good reason to kill someone? The
problem these days is that people care too
much about pop culture. They try to put
a face on the music, and it doesn't work.
PLEASE SEE
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Billions to be spent in trac~ng Santa Diinebag
2

· Check .out your
tax dollars at
work on Dec. 24
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

A

s you ·may have noticed
since the day after Halloween, the month of
December contains a bunch of
crazy, commercialism-dominated holidays. Between Christmas, Hanukkah, and some other
stuff that's not mentioned
except when being extra-politically correct, the lot of them are
jammed together and blended
to form the ''Winter Holiday
Season."
Since the Internet really does
almost nothing to celebrate holidays in the first place, the
biggest of them all are denoted
with a slightly larger level of
nothingness. Google will change
their logo in celebration, but
they do that for stuff like National Dentistry Day too. Mostly,
Christmas is a day when every-

COURTESY WWW.NORADSANTA.ORG .

one logs on to brag about all the
stuff people bought them before
disappearing to play with it for
the rest of the day. I can't write a
column about what video games
my e-friends got for Christmas,
so instead we've scraped together a column about the one especially relevant website. Festive!

The Official NORAD Tracks Santa
site: http://www.noradsanta.org/

Don't Jingle ·
Bell Rock
FROM
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to watch another family enjoy themselves, the grandchildren and cousins
and aunts and uncles all together, and
I always felt the outsider. Later on, as
I grew to a young geekling teenager
and beyond, my brother and I convinced ourmother to let us cook, and
the two of us spent several years
watching The X-Fzles as we cut potatoes and.told funny stories, but when
the big night came, and our small
table held just the three of us, we
couldn't help .b ut feel let down.
Somewhere along the line, our
family estrangement came to an end,
and I spent the last year partying in
true Latin style, getting drunk off
copious amounts of free alcohol
while telling dirty jokes to my cousins
while I gorged myself on whatever
vegetarian food . they were kind
enough to cook So maybe this year
won't be so bad
.Still, having to drag myself from
t
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If you've ever .watched the
news on Christmas Eve, you've
noticed how our government
spends a small portion of our
defense budget to operate a farcical "Santa Tracker" with the
same network of radar, satellites,
jet fighters, and "Santa Cams"
designed to save us from communist intercontinental nuclear
ballistic missiles. Since no elaborate hoax would be complete

mall to mall, fighting the mad crowds
for Christmas deals is not my idea of
a good time. I would much rather be
in bed, curled up with a good boOk
And then there's the damnable music
playing on every comer. And at work
I have to stand around with a camera
in the hot Florida sun while fmgle Bell
Rock plays in a near-endless loop in
the background, burning into my
brain. That song in particular fills me
with rage. I have wasted months of
my life with that damnable melody
spinning around and around· in my
poor head Why oh why does it have
to be that song every year? If I ever
met the writer of that song, I would
murder him. That's not a death threat,
that's a promise.
And of course I doubt get what
I really want this year ... Maybe Santa
will have pity on me and bring me a
shiny N"mtendo DS. I doubt it, howev- ·
er. I thankfully managed to convince
my mother to forego a Christmas tree
tliis year. It was always the bane of niy
holiday visit home. Now if I could
only convince my crazy neighbors to
stop wasting so much freaking electricity on moving light-up reindeer
and blow up Tiggers with those stupid freaking red pointy hats, I might
fmd this holiday season tolerable.
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without an accompanying Web
site, .the whole thing is now
online so kids can "track'' Santa.
Rest '3ssured that if the commies
· decide to nuke us on Christmas,
half of the people paid to stop it
will be updating a Web site.
Celebrating its 50th year of
existence, the NORAD Tracks
Santa project lets you see where
Santa supposedly is throughout
the day. Kids get to see "declassified" photos of the man himself
and send an emaill:o his address,
santa@stk.com. Apparently,
Santa works for a satellite image
analysis software firm on the
side. rd hate to be the poor dude
at that company who has to
answer all of these letters.
The worst part of everything
is that you can only track Santa if
you install Realplayer. Personally, rd rather tell my kids the truth
about Santa than install
Realplayer on any computer of
mine. Forcing parents to make
that choice is just cruel It'll be a
dark day for humanity when
children worldwide can be
heard saying, ''Why does Santa
keep bufferil)g, Daddy?''
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We as fans don't kiiow musicians as
people, and really we've got to stop act- ·
ing like we do. Dimebag and eveRf
other artist out there don't owe you a
thing. Yoti buy their albums and listen
to their music at your own risk.
They're not a part of your world unless
you allow them to be.
And another thing: We need to stop
giving bastards like this attention. I don't want to know anymore about this
guy. I don't want to see specials and
books come out. He did a horrible
thing and shouldn't be glorified in any
way. Wasn't it bad enough that we
knew more about the murderers of
Columbine than the victims? Let's give
the attention .to the right peop~.
Pulling a trigger has become too easy
of a way to enter the wo.rld of celebrity.
If you've got to be famous and have no
discemable talents, do something a little more tasteful like release a sex tape.
Have a good whatever it is you ce!ebrate. I'll see you all next year, back in
my usual form, with a morbid column
to die for, that'll start off the year with
the right amount of sick humor to get
us through the rest of it

you read an indie column

i14

·day morning cartoons didn't

suck
Once upon a time ... I
watched the Nick and Jessica
Variety Hour (filled with such
· varied guests as Ashlee and 98
Degrees! Oh, and Brian McKnight dropped by, presumably
because he was a little short on
cash that week) and it was awesome. Seriously. Jessica's grandparents talked about that crazy
time Jessica, Nick, and Ashlee
showed up to Christmas in
flannels. No way! Next on ABC,
recollections of the time they
showed up to finals in pajamas,
because that never ever hap-

pens.
Once upon a time ... I
thought writing a six-page
paper the morning before it
was due was a major accomplishment
Once µpon a time ... I
a,rrived at college, where it's
barely par fo~ the course.

COURTESY ABC

Once upon a time ... The
above doesn't apply to your
class, dear professor of mine. I
research and write the papers
for your class months before
they're due.
Once upon a time ... Kevin
Spacey was an underrated,
interesting character actor who
actually improved most of the
movies he appeared in. .
Once upon a time .... My

friends and I would play this
game where we pretended the
living room floor was actually
lava. We'd then have to get
around the house by crawling
over my parents' expensive furniture. It was worth it, though,
because the floor was lava.
Once upon a time ... I broke
the railing of the stairs in my
home's hallway·by pretending
one of the posts was a rope, and
climbing up it like I was scaling.
.....,
a mountain.
Once upon a time ... In
kindergarten, during the winter (I lived in Chicago), when
our coats would pile up on the
floor under the coat rack because they were so slippery
that hangers couldn't contain
them - I would wait for the
right moment in class to suddenly launch myself: chair and
all, backward into that strategically placed pile.
Once upon a time ... I
thought The Fat Boys would
save rock n' roll.
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